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About APF Canada

The Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada (APF Canada) is a not-for-profit organization focused on Canada’s relations with Asia. Our mission is to be Canada’s catalyst for engagement with Asia and Asia’s bridge to Canada.

APF Canada is dedicated to strengthening ties between Canada and Asia with a focus on seven thematic areas.

Our research provides high-quality, relevant, and timely information, insights, and perspectives on Canada-Asia relations. Providing policy considerations and business intelligence for stakeholders across the Asia Pacific, our work includes Reports, Policy Briefs, Case Studies, Dispatches, Digital Media, and a regular Asia Watch newsletter that together support these thematic areas.

APF Canada also works with business, government, and academic stakeholders to provide custom research, data, briefings and Asia Competency training for Canadian organizations. Consulting services are available by request. We would be pleased to work with you to meet your research and business intelligence needs.
A Canadian Arctic Policy for the Indo-Pacific

In his 2021 mandate letter to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau identified the Arctic as an area of key strategic importance for Canada and called on Minister Mélanie Joly to deepen the country’s diplomatic relations as a means of securing its regional interests. In parallel, the Prime Minister tasked Minister Joly to develop a whole-of-government strategy integrating trade, development, and security components for Canadian involvement in Asia. Like the Arctic, the Prime Minister’s mandate letter identified the Indo-Pacific as a region of strategic importance for Canada.

Notably absent from the letter, however, was any direct linkage between Canada’s interests in the Arctic and those in the Indo-Pacific. Indeed, the letter summarily ignored the importance of Indo-Pacific actors in Canada’s approach to Arctic affairs. Where the Prime Minister did suggest a potential means for greater Canadian Arctic diplomacy, he did so with reference to the G7, NATO, and “likeminded” states – a well-established euphemism for liberal democracies within Western policy discourse.

While in line with Canada’s historical and contemporary Arctic policies, the Government of Canada’s failure to conceptualize its Arctic and Indo-Pacific policies as part and parcel of a singular geopolitical problem set is a strategic liability. More pointedly, Ottawa’s near singular reliance on Trans-Atlantic relations, activities, and institutions in its Arctic policy planning does not adequately reflect the region’s emerging trends or power dynamics. This oversight leaves

---

1 https://pm.gc.ca/en/mandate-letters/2021/12/16/minister-foreign-affairs-mandate-letter
Ottawa particularly isolated from an emerging aspect of Arctic affairs, mainly Asian states’ interests, activities, capabilities, and influences in the Arctic region, which are developing disproportionately faster than their North American and European counterparts.

To support a more integrated Canadian strategic approach, one capable of advancing the country’s national interest across an increasingly complex and at times contradictory operational environment, this policy brief identifies areas of overlapping opportunity in the country’s Arctic and Indo-Pacific affairs.

The brief surveys Asia’s predominant Arctic actors – China, Japan, Singapore, and South Korea – and maps their Arctic objectives, activities, institutions, and actors. The brief then provides policy options for greater Canadian integration in the Indo-Pacific’s emerging Arctic ecosystem with specific references to the country’s own national interests in the region, as defined in key Canadian policy documents. Through this approach, the brief’s authors provide a new framework for Canadian involvement in the Arctic that is more comprehensive, more inclusive, and more supportive of the country’s broader engagement in the Indo-Pacific.

Operating on this logic, this policy brief is organized as follows:

In Part I, the authors provide a historical and contemporary overview of Canada’s engagement and policy in the circumpolar region, accounting for changes in Canada’s national interests and policies in the Arctic and identifying areas where contemporary policy fails to address the region’s contemporary challenges. The authors further demonstrate how Canada’s Arctic approach has been, and remains, primarily Trans-Atlantic in conception and operation. The authors also map out and analyze Canada’s long-term Arctic objectives and strategies under the Trudeau administration.

In Part II, the authors switch focus to examine the Arctic priorities of China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore and to identify each state’s regional, bilateral, trilateral, or multilateral engagement in the circumpolar region. The authors subsequently map the primary governmental, academic, research, and commercial actors that participate in shaping each state’s Arctic agenda.

In Part III, the authors identify areas where Canada can proactively engage Asian states in the Arctic on issues that support its national interests in the region. The authors conclude with recommendations for how Canada can advance its Indo-Pacific policy through co-operation with Asian states in the Arctic.
On Ukraine

The Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada (APF Canada) prepared this brief between June 2021 and March 2022. Toward the end of its completion, the Russian Federation invaded Ukraine, causing an international humanitarian crisis. At the time of writing, Russian troops remain in Ukraine and are advancing toward Kyiv.

While the Arctic theatre remains marginal to the war in Europe, the European Arctic states, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore have all expressed their intentions to cease all foreign policy engagement with Moscow, including on Arctic affairs. While it remains too early to fully understand the implications for the Arctic region’s geopolitical and security environment, the suspension of Arctic ties with Russia has the potential to transform the region. The potential for regional tensions and possibly regional conflict in the Arctic are arguably higher now than at any time since the Cold War era.

While the authors believe this policy paper correctly captures Canada’s fundamental Arctic priorities, ties, and strategic interest, developments in Ukraine and with Russian security policy may ultimately require reconsideration of aspects of the country’s Arctic policy. In particular, Canadian policymakers may find it necessary to reconsider Russia’s involvement in the Arctic Council or to sanction Russian economic activity within the region. Such actions would introduce strategic tensions into Canada’s approach to the Arctic that this policy brief cannot anticipate.

The brief’s overarching argument, however, remains sound in the face of a new Russian foreign policy. Indeed, Canada’s need to work more closely with China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore is arguably greater than before, as these Asian states have significant influence on the Arctic’s development, including on issues related to governance, defence co-operation, crisis avoidance and prevention, and sustainable development. Ottawa must work with these states to strengthen Canada’s position in the Arctic and to ensure the region remains as stable as possible.

Aside from these points, the authors have chosen to leave much of the analysis around Russia’s Arctic policies in place, including instances where other Arctic states co-operate with Russia. The authors chose this approach for two reasons. First, it is impossible to foresee how the war in Ukraine will affect Arctic geopolitics other than to suggest states’ relations with Russia will experience a short- to medium-term disruption. Second, any Canadian policy-maker will require an understanding of previously existing relations involving Russia to develop a new strategic approach to the region – one that excludes Russia.

APF Canada resolutely condemns Russian aggression in Ukraine. Readers should not equate description of Russian foreign policy in the Arctic as acceptance of Russian foreign policy in general.
CANADA’S HISTORICAL APPROACH TO THE ARCTIC: Changing Motivations and Analytical Lenses

Canada has been an active Arctic state for at least 100 years, albeit to varying degrees of preoccupation and involvement. While Canada’s approach to the region has evolved over four distinct periods – the pre-Cold War era, the Cold War era, the post-Cold War era, and the early 2000s – the country’s focus and reliance on North American and Trans-Atlantic states and institutions for its diplomacy has been a distinct constant. Indeed, as demonstrated below, Canada remains primarily dependent on its relations with Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the United States to execute its Arctic policy, whether bilateral or multilateral.

1. The Pre-Cold War Era

In the pre-Cold War era, the Inuit primarily drove Canada’s Arctic engagement, as such engagement informally manifested. Inuit-led interaction with police and traders constituted Canada’s North-South dialogue, while the Inuit’s traditional economic activities drove Canadian expansion in the High North.³

During the Second World War, however, Canada became more involved in the Arctic at the federal level, principally working with the United States to develop wartime infrastructure, including the bilateral Alaska Highway and the Crimson Air Route.⁴ Once established, Ottawa sought to solidify its federal presence in the Arctic through the development and deployment of the Canadian Rangers, an Indigenous-led voluntary home defence force and sub-component of the Canadian Army Reserve. The Canadian Rangers became Canada’s primary means to monitor Arctic security in 1947.⁵

---


Whereas Canada’s first phase of Arctic affairs was limited in nature and confined to national territorial defence, the country’s second phase of Arctic engagement was shaped by great power competition. More specifically, the Soviet Union and the United States’ competing strategic interests, activities, and capabilities in the Arctic drove Canada to take a more proactive, and at times assertive, approach to the region.⁶

In the 1950s, for instance, Canada responded to Russia’s securitization of the Arctic through co-operation with the United States on the development of the Distant Early Warning Line (DEW Line) and the joint North American Air Defence Command (NORAD). Partnership with Washington on the DEW Line and NORAD served as a force multiplier for Canada in the region while also strengthening the country’s ties to the US-led, Western bloc of states. Concurrently, however, the United States’ increased interest and presence in the Arctic challenged Canada’s sovereignty, particularly its maritime sovereignty in the Northwest Passage (NWP). In 1969, for example, the American oil tanker *Manhattan* sailed through Canada’s NWP, thereby triggering new debates in Canada about the nature of the country’s Arctic posture and policy.⁷

In response to these challenges, the Pierre Trudeau administration adopted a new Arctic policy in 1970 – one predicated on the exclusion of outside actors and the protection and conservation of the Arctic’s environment.⁸ More specifically, the Pierre Trudeau administration argued that foreign presences and commercial activities in the region were a threat to Indigenous rights, marine biodiversity, and environmental conservation.

3. From the Post-Cold War Era to the Early 2000s

Conceptually, the Pierre Trudeau government’s 1970s policy marked a sea change in how Canada viewed the Arctic, from defence to environmental conservation and sustainable socio-economic development. This prioritization of Arctic affairs continued at pace throughout the 1980s, spurred on in particular by a national growth of Indigenous awareness.⁹ Across Canada, calls for Inuit cultural preservation and for the demilitarization of the North became

---


⁷ Lackenbauer, “Canada’s Northern Strategies,” op. cit., vi.


increasingly prominent, leading Canadian policy-makers to advocate for a human-centric Arctic policy, albeit one that restated Canada’s sovereign maritime claim in the NWP.\textsuperscript{10}

Parallel to this reconceptualization of Arctic priorities, the Government of Canada (GoC) shifted its diplomatic strategy away from great power alignment toward multilateralism. Between 1990 and the early 2000s, for instance, the GoC strengthened Canadian participation in multilateral organizations and forums such as the Arctic Council that facilitated social, developmental, and environmental dialogues on Arctic issues.\textsuperscript{11} The GoC also actively engaged in dialogues hosted by the International Arctic Science Committee throughout the period.\textsuperscript{12}


Under the Harper administration, Canada’s Arctic priorities and perspectives once again shifted to reflect the region’s changing geopolitics. With trans-Arctic shipping and resource exploration becoming more possible as a result of Arctic warming, in particular, the region’s resource and material wealth increasingly drew the attention of Canadian and foreign firms. As the Harper administration understood economic sovereignty as a national security interest, it thereby viewed the Arctic as a strategic asset for Canada – one that required active development to fully realize.\textsuperscript{13} To support its Arctic vision, the Harper government published two consecutive policy documents, the 2009 \textit{Canada’s Northern Strategy: Our North, Our Heritage, Our Future},\textsuperscript{14} and the 2010 \textit{Statement on Canada’s Arctic Foreign Policy}. These two policy statements articulated a top-down...
approach to Canada’s Arctic policy that placed greater emphasis on regional border security and resource development.

5. Canada’s Contemporary Arctic Policy: The Justin Trudeau Administration’s Arctic Priorities and Policies

Building on the Harper government’s approach, the Justin Trudeau administration published two new policy pieces outlining the liberal government’s approach to Arctic affairs: the 2017 *Strong, Secure, Engaged* policy brief and the 2019 *Arctic and Northern Policy Framework*. These two policies remain Canada’s predominant frameworks for Arctic defence and socio-economic development, respectively.

a. *Strong, Secure, Engaged: Canada’s Hard Security Approach to the Arctic*

The 2017 *Strong, Secure, Engaged* (*SSE*) paper outlines Canada’s current national defence plan, including aspects relevant to Canada’s Arctic security policy. For example, the *SSE* identifies an enhanced Canadian presence in the Arctic as a national defence priority and outlines the Department of National Defence’s means to achieve this strategic goal. Specifically, the *SSE* calls for increased investment in offshore patrol ships to enhance the Canadian Armed Forces’ Arctic mobility and for additional technologies to re-connect Canada’s Arctic air, land, sea, and space surveillance capacities. Acknowledging the rising international interest in the Arctic, the *SSE* also identifies Canada’s close collaboration with its Arctic allies – particularly the United States – on surveillance as a force multiplier. To ensure advanced warning of potential security challenges, the *SSE* also calls for deeper Canadian collaboration with Norway and Denmark.

b. *The Arctic and Northern Policy Framework – An Inuit-Centred Arctic*

Departing from the Harper administration’s Northern Strategy Framework, which, as noted above, identified the Arctic’s value in largely economic terms, the 2019 *Arctic and Northern Policy Framework* (*ANPF*) instead outlined an “Inuit-specific” approach to Arctic affairs prioritizing socio-economic development and Indigenous reconciliation. To support this

---

17 Ibid., 83.
18 Ibid., 90.
approach, the ANPF also outlined a devolution process by which the Trudeau administration delegated the central government’s authority to Inuit governing bodies. The ANPF, as a result, reflects the joint priority-setting of the Arctic’s Indigenous population and of the GoC, incorporating insights from the federal government, three territorial governments, three provincial governments, and over 25 Indigenous organizations.\(^{20}\)

With its emphasis on the well-being of the Northern Inuit population, the ANPF seeks to project Canada’s domestic priorities into the international sphere. The framework consists of eight priorities, elaborated in detail below:

- **Ensuring the Arctic and northern Indigenous peoples in Canada are resilient and healthy:** This priority seeks to build strong people and communities by addressing issues including low life expectancy, erosion of Indigenous languages and culture, high poverty rates, income inequality, food insecurity, low education attainments, and inadequate health provisions in the High North. Based on these social problems, the ANPF proposes better health and education services, following strengthened local partnerships to bridge the existing social gaps.\(^{21}\)

- **Strengthen infrastructure to close standard of living gaps with other regions of Canada:** This priority focuses on providing comprehensive infrastructure development for Canada’s northern communities, including transport, energy, port, airport, and railroad facilities. At the local level, the GoC will finance development projects to address chronic problems such as insufficient housing and broadband network issues.\(^{22}\)

- **Ensure strong, sustainable, diversified, and inclusive local and regional economies:** This priority focuses on sustainability development across the Arctic region, achieved primarily through a shift in economic activity away from mining toward sustainable resource extraction. The GoC will provide additional support to assist small business development and promote traditional economic activities across the Arctic.\(^{23}\)

- **Ensure knowledge and understanding guides decision-making:** This priority emphasizes the importance of local and Indigenous involvement in decision-making and planning on science and research in the Arctic, prioritizing the incorporation of Indigenous knowledge and institutions into locally led research initiatives.\(^{24}\)


\(^{21}\) Ibid.

\(^{22}\) Ibid.

\(^{23}\) Ibid.

\(^{24}\) Ibid.
• Pursue reconciliation to support self-determination and to nurture mutually respectful relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples: This priority particularly focuses on leveraging the voice of Indigenous youth through implementing stable federally funded programming related to Indigenous land, language, and culture;\textsuperscript{25}

• Ensure the Canadian Arctic and northern ecosystems are healthy and resilient: This priority focuses on protecting and conserving the Arctic and northern ecosystems against pollution and climate change. To achieve this goal, the GoC will undertake activities including Indigenous-led conservation, implementation of robust mitigation plans, and emphasis on conservation economies;\textsuperscript{26}

• Ensure the rules-based international order in the Arctic responds effectively to new challenges and opportunities: This priority highlights Canada’s intention to contribute to and to enforce international rules and standards within the Arctic’s order. To achieve this goal, the GoC will promote collaboration in the Arctic through strengthening north-to-north co-operation, engage with multilateral organizations, and integrate the voices of the Indigenous participants; and\textsuperscript{27}

• Ensure the Canadian Arctic and North and its people are safe, secure, and well-defended: The ANPF’s final priority outlines how Canada will increase its regional presence and exercise its sovereignty rights to combat regional security challenges associated with climate change and increased commercial interests in the Arctic. To ensure safe maritime transportation and expanded search and rescue capacities, the GoC will leverage the presence of the Canadian Rangers, the Canadian Armed Forces, and the Canadian Coast Guard in the Arctic region.\textsuperscript{28}

To address this litany of policy aims, the Trudeau government has prioritized bilateralism and multilateralism in its Arctic policy approach. While the GoC has taken some incremental steps to diversify its Arctic relations toward the region’s “new” actors, including China, Japan, Singapore, and South Korea (described in detail below), its contemporary diplomatic approach remains almost entirely dependent on Trans-Atlantic bilateral ties and Trans-Atlantic Arctic institutions.

\textsuperscript{25} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{26} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{27} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{28} Ibid.
TRANS-ATLANTIC BILATERALISM

The GoC works primarily with Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and Finland (the Nordic States), Russia, and the United States on bilateral issues related to its Arctic priorities, most notably socio-economic development, Indigenous affairs, environmental protection, and security and defence.

From this perspective, Canada’s reliance on its Trans-Atlantic ties in its Arctic policy is rational in its functionality, particularly when one views such engagement from a historical perspective. For most of Canada’s Arctic eras – outlined above – these “Arctic states” dominated the region’s development and security affairs and constituted the region’s predominant regimes. Indeed, all the eight Arctic states (of which Canada is one) remain important, influential regional actors within Canada’s Arctic priority areas. While this policy document will demonstrate how the Trudeau administration’s overdependency on its Trans-Atlantic ties is now a strategic vulnerability – particularly as Canada seeks to advance its national interests in the Indo-Pacific – the authors also recognize the importance of Canada’s continued engagement with these traditional Arctic actors to the country’s strategic regional position.

Canada and the five Nordic states – the Kingdom of Denmark (Greenland), Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and Finland – share overlapping Arctic priorities, including combating climate change, protecting the Arctic marine environment, and enhancing cross-cultural research collaboration. In addition, like Canada, most Nordic states have Arctic policy frameworks that specifically seek to advance the Indigenous populations’ interests.29

These shared interests and priorities provide a solid foundation for the GoC and its Nordic counterparts to co-operate on Arctic affairs. While a significant amount of such engagement occurs within multilateral institutions such as the United Nations (UN), the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), the International Maritime Organization (IMO), and the Arctic Council (AC) (outlined in detail below), Canada’s bilateral and trilateral relations with the Nordic states are also robust.30

Canada’s closest Nordic partners are Norway and the Kingdom of Denmark, primarily with respect to environmental and border security issues. The three countries are UN Sustainable working group members, for instance, and have co-signed the 2008 Ilulissat Declaration on


Arctic Ocean conservation and resource protection. Further, the Trudeau administration is working to integrate both countries into its North Warning System: a US-Canada atmospheric air defence system covering North America’s polar region.

Economically, Canada has a strong partnership with Finland on mining and a robust bilateral trading agreement in place with Norway and Iceland. Canada’s diplomatic relationship with Sweden is also noteworthy, particularly as Stockholm has provided Canberra scientific data in support of Canada’s continental shelf extension claim in the North Pole.

With Russia, Canada’s bilateralism is limited to shared Arctic interests as Ottawa largely suspended direct engagement with Moscow following the country’s annexation of Crimea in 2014. With regard to economics, for instance, both countries seek to develop transnational gas pipelines in the Arctic, whereas both states oppose foreign encroachment in the region as a security and defence priority.

Indeed, Canada’s shared concern with Russia over Arctic maritime sovereignty remains a notable area when the two states’ interest merge to the extent of informal bilateral co-operation. Both states’ policy frameworks emphasize dialogue and crisis management within the Arctic commons, for instance, suggesting the need for direct dialogue between Ottawa and Moscow on issues related to

35 Danita Catherine Burke, International Disputes and Cultural Ideas in the Canadian Arctic (Denmark: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018): 133.
37 Ibid.
their respective defence postures and priorities.38 While the Trudeau administration is clearly uninterested in pursuing closer bilateral ties with Russia on Arctic issues, Moscow remains an unavoidable strategic contemporary for Canada in the region.

Predictably, Canada’s most willing partner in the Arctic remains the United States. The two countries have extensive collaboration in domains such as military, environmental protection, and research, and they actively co-operate and co-ordinate on Arctic issues through NATO and NORAD.39 Further, Canada has included the United States (and Denmark) in the Canadian Forces Operation Nanook since 2010, an annual sovereignty operation in the High North.40 The US-Canada Joint Statement on Environment, Climate Change, and Arctic Leadership in 2016 and the signed international agreement to prevent unregulated commercial fishing in the high sea in 2018 show the two countries’ mutual goals of protecting the Arctic environment.41 As an example of joint research, the annual Fulbright Arctic Initiative funds Canadian and American policy-makers, scholars, and researchers tackling critical issues concerning the High North.42

TRANS-ATLANTIC MULTILATERALISM

While Canada’s bilateral Trans-Atlantic relations provides it the means to engage with each Arctic state on matters of shared strategic importance, the real core of the CoG’s approach to the Arctic rests in Trans-Atlantic multilateralism and institutionalization. Indeed, while this brief treats Ottawa’s Trans-Atlantic bilateral and multilateral relations as two equal parts of Canada’s Arctic policy, the reality of Canada’s Arctic engagement rests much more on multilateralism, with bilateralism often playing a supporting role.

Within Canada’s multilateral approach to the region, the Arctic Council has a predominant position. Indeed, consisting of all eight Arctic states, six Inuit organizations, and 39 observers including non-Arctic states, NGOs, and interparliamentary organizations, the Arctic Council functions as a catalyst for Canada to enhance its broader multilateral collaboration.43 The

Council’s ministerial meetings, working groups, and expert groups, for example, function as working groups for a diverse set of Arctic actors including scientists, Indigenous populations, Arctic experts, and countries, thereby providing Ottawa with a single point of entry into a diverse set of Arctic relations and Arctic non-security-related affairs. Similarly, the Council’s Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic (2011), Agreement on Cooperation on Marine Oil Pollution Preparedness and Response in the Arctic (2013), and Agreement on Enhancing International Arctic Scientific Cooperation (2017) provide Canada with the conceptual and institutional means to work with the Arctic member states on issues that contribute to the region’s governance structure and multilateral order.

At present, Canada’s policy priorities in the Arctic Council are environmental protection and Indigenous people’s empowerment. Specifically, Canada leads Arctic Council working groups on the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme, Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment, and Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna with its Trans-Atlantic partners. In recent years, Canada has made a deliberate effort to steer the Arctic Council toward preventing oil pollution and reducing black carbon and methane emissions in the Arctic while promoting Indigenous involvement in the Arctic Council’s Sustainable Development working group.

Another key institution for Canadian multilateral involvement in the Arctic is the Arctic Five (A5), a parallel institution to the Arctic Council that includes Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia, and the United States. Whereas the Arctic Council focuses on socio-economic development and environmental issues, the A5’s functional focus is on hard security, primarily with respect to Trans-Atlantic interests in the region. Between 2010 and 2021, for instance, the GoC used the A5 as a forum to negotiate with Russia and Denmark on continental shelf delineation where the three countries’ territorial claims overlapped. Between 2015 and 2021, similarly, Canada used the A5 to negotiate an Agreement to Prevent Unregulated High Seas Fisheries in the Central Arctic Ocean with the A5 states as well as China, the European Union, Iceland, Japan, and South Korea.

Canada also works closely with United Nations entities, including the International Maritime Organization (IMO), the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), on Arctic affairs such as shipping, search and

---

45 Ibid.
46 Rahbek-Clemmensen and Thomasen, op. cit., 1.
47 Ibid., 5.
rescue, ocean pollution, marine safety, and environmental protection. While Ottawa works with the UNEP and UNDP primarily through the Arctic Council – where both agencies have observer status – its work with the IMO is more direct. In 2017, for instance, Canada worked directly with the IMO to establish a Polar Code to formalize and co-ordinate international regulations for shipping operations and maritime environmental protection.\(^{49}\)

On hard security issues in the Arctic, Canada works closely with NATO, which includes all the principal Arctic states except Russia. From 2014 to 2021, for instance, Canada strengthened its ties with NATO by participating in the Norwegian Cold Response exercise and Trident Juncture – one of the most prominent NATO exercises in the Arctic region.\(^{50}\)

In 2019, Canada further invited non-NATO countries, including Sweden and Finland, to participate in Operation Nanook, a Canadian-led multilateral military exercise predicated on Arctic sovereignty.\(^{51}\) Interestingly, although Canada’s *Arctic and Northern Policy Framework* portrays the Arctic as a low-tension region, Canada’s recent engagement with NATO shows the country’s willingness to adopt a hard security approach and use multilateral military interventions to counteract foreign threats in the Canadian Arctic.

c. **Trans-Atlantic Dependency in Canada’s Arctic Approach**

As outlined above, Canada’s past Arctic priorities have vacillated between security, resource exploitation, environmental protection, and Indigenous-led socio-economic development. Under the Trudeau administration, however, Canada’s Arctic interests have expanded to include all these issue areas, a development in the GoC’s foreign, domestic, and security policy direction indicative of the region’s growing importance globally and to Canada.

To achieve its strategic end states in the region, the Trudeau government has built a network of state partners and institutions, drawing almost exclusively from the state’s traditional North American and European partners. Bilaterally, as outlined above, the GoC works primarily with the Nordic states and the United States, while remaining strategically oriented toward Russia, the result of shared Arctic interests and postures. Multilaterally, Canada relies exclusively on Trans-Atlantic institutions including the Arctic Council, the Arctic Five, NATO, and the UN (to a lesser extent) to strengthen the region’s governance institutions and to demonstrate Canadian leadership on setting key standards and normative prescriptions.


While Canada’s prioritization of Trans-Atlantic relations made sound strategic sense during its early Arctic engagement phases, the Arctic’s “internationalization” suggests Ottawa’s Trans-Atlantic dependency is now more a strategic liability. Whereas the Arctic remained relatively closed to non-littoral states for much of the twentieth century, advances in technology and climate change have made the region more accessible to outsider powers, particularly those Asian states with Arctic interests. Indeed, as Part II of this brief outlines in detail, the growth in Asian actors has become a definitive trend in contemporary Arctic geopolitics, one that Ottawa has yet to engage with to a meaningful extent.

As Canada’s Arctic interests expand in response to greater regional accessibility, so too must its strategic approach to the Arctic expand to accommodate this introduction of new actors outside its Trans-Atlantic comfort zone. Fortunately, the growth in Arctic awareness and activity among Asian states has led to a parallel growth in Asian-based actors, institutions, and dialogues that Canada can readily engage with to balance its Arctic approach. Done with proper understanding of the state and institutional dynamics inherent in Asian states’ Arctic approaches, Canada can use such engagement to concurrently strengthen its strategic position in the Indo-Pacific, a key foreign and security policy priority of the Trudeau administration.

The necessary first step in formulating a more comprehensive strategic approach to including Asia’s emerging Arctic actors and institutions is the concise and comprehensive mapping of their representatives and activities. Once mapped, it then becomes possible to articulate a national and subnational Canadian approach to engage based on state-led engagement and institutional partnership. Parts II and III of this brief undertake these analytical exercises, respectively.
Mapping Asian States’ Institutions, Actors, Interests, and Activities in the Arctic
While it is wrong to suggest Asian states were inactive in the Arctic until recently, that they remained marginal actors in the region’s affairs is clear. For much of the 20th century, for instance, the Arctic’s littoral states – those Trans-Atlantic members of the Arctic Council – dominated Arctic affairs to the extent that their priorities and engagements defined the region’s strategic environment. The result of proximity and material capability, states including Canada, Denmark, Norway, Iceland, Sweden, Russia, and the United States largely, if not entirely, determined the region’s geopolitical, economic, and governance landscapes to any measurable degree.

In 2013, however, the region’s dynamics skewed toward greater internationalization with the expanding of the Arctic Council to include China, Japan, South Korea, Singapore, and India as non-Arctic observer states. While falling short of full representation on the region’s predominant multilateral institution, the Arctic states’ acknowledgment of the Asian states’ interests and capabilities in the region amounted to a strategic sea change; a redirection of relations and a recalibration of state activity that fundamentally moved the region toward a global orientation.

Building on the momentum of Arctic Council induction, the new Asian observer states (with the exception of India) lost little time in expanding their Arctic presences through unilateral, bilateral, and multilateral engagement, much of which superseded Trans-Atlanticism with Asian regionalism. Indeed, a defining characteristic of the Arctic’s post-2013 development is the establishment and expansion of official (Track 1), semi-official (Track 1.5), and civilian (Track 2) dialogue and co-operation mechanisms within Asian led by the non-Arctic Asian states. These developments have necessarily shifted the Arctic’s strategic centre away from the region itself toward the Indo-Pacific, albeit only to the degree that Asia’s new Arctic focus has resulted in new institutions, standards, and partnerships to balance their more traditional, well-established Trans-Atlantic counterparts.

Predictably, not all the original Arctic states have responded the same to Asia’s growing centrality in Arctic affairs, with states like Russia embracing new actors such as China, Japan, and South Korea as convenient means to balance against North American and European states, many of which see Russia’s interests and activities in the High North as a strategic challenge to the region’s “liberal order.” Others, such as Canada and the United States, have remained more circumspect in their engagement, preferring instead to strengthen their ties with and within the Arctic Council and Arctic Five as the principal means to ensure their strategic interests.
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As the remaining section will demonstrate, however, it is no longer feasible for Canada to overlook the non-Arctic Asian actors in its strategic approach to the region, primarily as China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore, in particular, have developed and are developing Arctic capacities and interests that have the potential to refine the region’s strategic parameters. Just as important, however, are these states’ unilateral, bilateral, and multilateral activities and institutions with the Asia Pacific, or Indo-Pacific, that are resulting in new Asian institutions, many of which already include other traditional Arctic actors like Norway and Sweden. Closer collaboration with these Asian states on Arctic issues, therefore, is in Ottawa’s strategic interest as collaboration will help balance out Canada’s one-sided, Trans-Atlantic approach to Arctic affairs and provide Canada with a more solid foundation to achieve its national interests in the Asian region. In Part III of this brief, the authors provide a framework for how Canada can achieve this strategic integration.

A necessary precondition of this strategic framework, however, is the clear articulation and categorization of the non-Arctic Asian states’ actors, motivations, and activities within the region. Only by first identifying when, where, and how China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore, engage in the Arctic is it then possible to identify the relational linkages and operational nodes Canada should prioritize and pursue in its strategic development. The authors provide a detailed account of these Asian states’ Arctic policies throughout the remainder of Part II.

Japan

Japan’s Arctic Priorities

Japan has a long history of Arctic engagement and was the first non-Arctic state to join the International Arctic Science Committee and to operate a national observation station in the Arctic. In 2013, Japan also obtained its observer status in the Arctic Council. With its strength in polar research and innovation, Japan is one of the more active non-Arctic states. Fuelled by rapid climate change, rising traffic in the Northern Sea Route, and increased interest in other non-Arctic states, Japan’s national Arctic engagement has been especially active in
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recent years. This proactive Arctic presence is particularly demonstrated through the country’s evolving Arctic and Ocean Policy Framework.

The Basic Plan on Ocean Policy and Japan’s Arctic Policy set the institutionalized framework for the nation’s Arctic engagement and priorities. First enacted in 2007, Japan’s Basic Plan on Ocean Policy functioned as the nation’s preliminary Arctic framework before the fruition of a formal national Arctic plan.55 In particular, the Second Basic Plan on Ocean Policy, published in April 2013, specifically highlighted the importance of Arctic research, international co-operation, and the study of the Arctic sea route.56 On October 16, 2015, Tokyo established the nation’s long-awaited Arctic Policy and condensed Japan’s Arctic blueprint down to three priorities: (1) research and development; (2) international co-operation; and (3) sustainable use. Aligning and building on the country’s three Arctic priorities, the Third Basic Plan on Ocean Policy further set the Arctic as Japan’s primary ocean policy direction for the first time, in May 2018.57

As of 2021, one can rationalize Japan’s past Arctic engagement using the three priorities – science, diplomacy, and sustainable economic development – listed in the nation’s Arctic Policy. First, Japan has strength and a deep-rooted history in scientific research and observation of the polar regions. The nation’s robust research network, instruments, and infrastructure are also tools that subtly leverage the nation’s influence in global polar policy decision-making. However, as a non-Arctic state, Japan understands the importance of cementing its relations with other Arctic actors, even with its strength in polar research. As a result, Japan has shown great commitment to the UN Sustainable Development Goals, the Paris Agreement, and other international binding documents to engage further with its bilateral, trilateral, and multilateral partners. Finally, as an island state reliant on energy resource imports and vulnerable to climate change, sustainable development is also critical to Japan’s Arctic agenda. In particular, Tokyo sees sustainable shipping and Arctic resource development as critical to its future energy diversification.

**Japan’s Multidirectional Approach to Arctic Engagement**

Japan engages with Arctic states, non-Arctic states, and critical intergovernmental organizations through research and economic collaboration to enhance and secure its future Arctic interests. Contextualizing Japan’s multipronged Arctic foreign policy approach requires

---

an understanding of the nation's paradiplomatic, bilateral, trilateral, and multilateral ties in Arctic affairs, each of which are outlined below.

Paradiplomacy, used here to indicate a regional government’s involvement in and/or direction of a country’s international relations, is a distinctive characteristic of Japan’s Arctic engagement, particularly with respect to the Hokkaidō Prefecture’s regional government.\(^{58}\) Indeed, Hokkaidō, Japan’s northernmost island, plays an outsized role in Japan’s Arctic engagement due to its geographic and economic linkages with other Arctic states. The Hokkaidō government uses its Tomakomai Port, for instance, to present itself as a decentralized material and ideological gateway to the Arctic. It has also leveraged this status for diplomatic and economic outreach to Arctic actors, including Russia, and for prefecture-level engagement in international Arctic development projects, such as the Finnish Cinia Arctic Connect telecom cable project and the Chinese COSCO Arctic shipping initiative.\(^{59}\) The prefectoral government similarly works directly with the Northern Forum and Arctic Council on Indigenous development and cultural preservation.\(^{60}\)

Bilaterally, Tokyo has limited working ties with all the traditional Arctic states. Tokyo works with Iceland and Norway on maritime governance and marine research collaboration, for instance, and with Denmark and Finland on resource development.\(^{61}\) Japan collaborates closely with Russia on energy security matters, most notably through the Japan-Russia Yamal liquefied natural gas (LNG) and Arctic LNG 2 projects.\(^{62}\) Tokyo partners almost exclusively with
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the United States on hard security Arctic issues, leveraging the two states’ alliance relations to ensure stability and security in the High North.

Multilaterally, Japan also works closely with the Arctic Council to promote science cooperation, foster sustainable development, and combat climate change. Japan is particularly active in the Council’s Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme, Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna, and Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment working groups.\(^{63}\) Tokyo also works closely with the International Maritime Organization and was instrumental in helping develop the 2017 Polar Code.\(^{64}\)

While such relations and activities provide Japan access to the Trans-Atlantic network of Arctic states, Tokyo’s priority approach to Arctic affairs rests closer to home, particularly with respect to its Arctic-oriented engagement with China and South Korea. Tokyo, Beijing, and Seoul hold regularized high-level Arctic dialogues, for instance, on issues such as Arctic shipping routes, fisheries, research, and resource development. The three countries have also established the Asian Forum for Polar Sciences, the region’s first multilateral organization aimed at fostering collaborative polar science research between Asian states.\(^{65}\)

**Japan’s Arctic Actors**

Alongside its foreign policy approach, Japan has developed a robust set of state-sponsored and private-sector actors that are active in and supportive of the state’s Arctic affairs. Indeed, while Japan’s multidirectional engagement is an important part of its Arctic engagement, the true scope of its Arctic activities and interests only becomes clear through examination of its domestic Arctic supporting network. As outlined below, these domestic actors both shape and direct Japan’s Arctic priorities and approaches.

**KEY GOVERNMENTAL ACTORS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS**

While Tokyo lacks a formal, centralized mechanism to direct its state approach to the Arctic, one does see a clear division of labour across its key ministries. Whereas Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs directs the nation’s Arctic relations, for instance, its Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, and Science and Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry promote its economic and scientific interests. Similarly, its Ministry of Defence manages its security portfolio in the region while its Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism
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ensures the safety and stability of its northern sea lanes through close co-ordination with the country’s Coast Guard. The following chart outlines these ministries’ responsibilities and past engagement efforts in greater detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governmental Actors</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan (MOFA)</strong></td>
<td>MOFA deals with Arctic diplomacy. MOFA played a primary role in helping Japan obtain its Arctic Council observer status in 2013.(^{66})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT)</strong></td>
<td>MEXT promotes Arctic scientific research and also manages various Arctic research institutions including JAMSTEC, NIPR, JCAR, and JAXA.(^{67}) MEXT also established the Arctic Research Examination working group in 2010.(^{68})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI)</strong></td>
<td>METI is in charge of the business pillar of the Arctic affairs.(^{69}) METI is closely linked with the Japan Oil, Gas, and Metals National Corporation,(^{70}) which is a primary shareholder in Greenland’s petroleum exploitation (KANUMAS project).(^{71}) METI plays a critical part in cementing Japan-Russia business ties. In particular, it facilitated Japan’s investment in the Russia-based Arctic LNG 2 project in 2019.(^{72})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism (MLIT)</strong></td>
<td>MLIT shapes the nation’s ocean policy and explores the commercial viability of Arctic shipping using the Northern Sea Route (NSR).(^{73}) MLIT also oversees Japan’s Coast Guard and the utilization of the Japanese icebreakers Soya and Teshio.(^{74})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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To support its Arctic activities, Japan has established government-affiliated think tanks and research centres, many of which receive funding directly from and are affiliated with one of the abovementioned foreign ministries. While covering a range of Arctic issues, these institutes tend to overlap with their prioritization of research on Arctic resource development, port infrastructures, and polar navigation. Collectively, Japan’s public-private research centres provide the government with the most robust and extensive Track 1.5 capacity of all the Asian Arctic actors and enable Tokyo to participate in a wide range of Arctic dialogues in Asia, Europe, and North America.

### Key Research Institutions for Arctic Affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governmental Actors</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Ministry of Defence (MOD)</td>
<td>MOD controls Japan’s Maritime Self-Defence Force, which is in charge of the icebreaker <em>Shirase</em>. In 2011, MOD also published a report chapter on the future order of the Arctic that highlights Arctic security issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Research Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Institutions</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR)</td>
<td>NIPR is an inter-university research institute that facilitates Arctic research among universities. NIPR focuses on the terrestrial level of Arctic research. The institute also established the Arctic Environment Research Center in 1990 and is one of the three representatives of the ArCS II project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC)</td>
<td>JAMSTEC has a history of Arctic research collaboration with the United States. JAMSTEC is engaged in more than 10 Arctic expeditions and is a representative of the ArCS II project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Institutions</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ocean Policy Research Institute (OPRI)</strong></td>
<td>OPRI was initially called the Ship and Ocean Foundation. It is a private think tank but is now incorporated within the Sasakawa Peace Foundation. OPRI has a close relationship with the shipping and manufacturing industries in Japan. The Institute also played a critical role in formulating the Basic Act on Ocean Policy in 2007 and the production of an Arctic proposal for the Japanese Government in 2012 that viewed Russia as an essential Arctic partner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Japan Institute of International Affairs (JIIA)</strong></td>
<td>JIIA is a private, non-partisan think tank. JIIA has deep ties with MOFA and specializes in foreign affairs and Arctic governance issues. In 2012, the think tank initiated the Arctic Governance and Japan’s Foreign Strategy project that was funded by MOFA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Japan Consortium for Arctic Environment Research (JCAR)</strong></td>
<td>JCAR is monitored by the NIPR and MEXT. JCAR focuses on increasing Japan’s capacities on environmental protection and human resource development in the Arctic. JCAR also organized and hosted the Arctic Science Summit Week and the International Symposium on Arctic Research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)</strong></td>
<td>JAXA uses space satellites to study the Arctic sea ice. JAXA has collaborated with the University of Alaska and the International Arctic Research Center on Arctic-specific research.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**KEY ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS**

Japanese universities also play an important role in the country’s Arctic affairs. Hokkaidō and Kobe Universities, in particular, play critical roles in promoting Japanese participation in and facilitation of global dialogues on Arctic issues. As with its public-private research centres, Japan’s universities are a strategic advantage for the state, particularly in comparison to other Asian states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Institutions</th>
<th>Arctic Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hokkaidō University</strong></td>
<td>Hokkaidō University is one of the three representatives of the ArCS II project. The university is also the only Japanese member university in the University of the Arctic (UArctic). Its Arctic Research Center, Institute of Low-Temperature Science, and Slavic-Eurasian Research Center have all conducted Arctic-related research. Along with Niigata University, Hokkaidō University also established a human resources development platform to promote Japan-Russian economic co-operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kobe University</strong></td>
<td>The Polar Cooperation Research Center (PCRC) at Kobe University is actively engaged in Arctic research. PCRC also hosts the annual Polar Law Symposium that encourages global discussions on Arctic affairs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY COMMERCIAL ACTORS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS**

While Japanese companies express interest in the Arctic’s commercial potential, the state-affiliated Japan Oil, Gas, and Metals National Corporation is the only notable Japanese corporate actor in the Arctic at present. Two factors can justify the lack of engagement from private Japanese businesses in Arctic affairs: the high operating cost associated with many Arctic development projects and the ambiguous Japan-Russia relations. Yet, with the melting ice sheets and increased business opportunities in the North, Japanese commercial actors’ presence will likely increase in the Arctic in the foreseeable future.
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South Korea

South Korea’s Arctic Priorities

In contrast to Japan, South Korea is a relative newcomer to Arctic affairs, having only prioritized the region through outreach and planning in the early 2000s. Driven primarily by the region’s natural resources and maritime transport potential, however, Seoul has increased its Arctic activities over the past 20 years to become one of the most active non-Arctic states, comparable to Japan and China. Having obtained Arctic Council observer status in 2013, South Korea subsequently developed a comprehensive, whole-of-state approach to the Arctic through publication of its 2013 and 2018 Arctic Policy Master Plans and its 2018 Polar Vision 2050 white paper. South Korea’s Arctic policies and priorities – as articulated in these three key policy documents – are highlighted below.

The 2013 Arctic Policy Master Plan identifies Seoul’s Arctic priorities in terms of “one vision” and “three policy goals.” Specifically, the 2013 Plan calls for South Korea to contribute “to

### Commercial Actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Japan Oil, Gas, and Metals National Corporation (JOGMEC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOGMEC is a state-owned natural resource deposit and development company. It was formerly known as Japan National Oil Corporation and is considered a Japanese incorporated administrative agency. JOGMEC has collaborated with various Arctic states, including Greenland (e.g., KANUMUS), the United States (e.g., recovery of methane hydrate energy resources), and Russia (e.g., Arctic LNG 2) on Arctic resource development projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Arctic Engagement
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[the] sustainable future of the Arctic" through Arctic partnership, scientific research, and business development. The 2018 Plan built on its predecessor’s vision and policies to call for Seoul to pioneer and partner in shaping the Arctic’s future by becoming more active and responsible in its regional engagement with a specific eye toward sustainable development. Concurrently, the 2018 Polar Vision 2050 expanded South Korea’s regional interests to include climate change, sustainable resource development, and Arctic Indigenous peoples’ socio-economic development. To operationalize its Arctic policies, South Korea has employed economic, geopolitical, and diplomatic means.

Economically, Seoul has leveraged its status as the world’s largest shipbuilder and a foreign trade-dependent country to strengthen its capacity in Arctic shipping and maritime navigation. Some of South Korea’s largest industrial conglomerates (chaebols), including Samsung, Hyundai, and Daewoo, have prioritized construction of icebreakers, seeing the new technology as key to the country’s Arctic access and operations. These same companies are prioritizing development of new Arctic shipping routes such as the NSR to shorten transport distances between Northeast Asia and Europe. South Korean firms are also active in Arctic resource development, particularly with respect to oil and gas, as Seoul sees Arctic resource exploitation as a critical means to reduce its dependency on energy supplies from the Middle East. With more than 60 percent of its oil imports coming from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the United Arab Emirates
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alone, Seoul hopes the Arctic could supply up to 10 percent of its total hydrocarbon resource imports in the near future.\textsuperscript{115}

In addition to economic development, South Korea also prioritizes scientific research in its Arctic approach, primarily with respect to climate change, marine research, ecology, hydrology, and geology research.\textsuperscript{116} Since its 2002 opening of the Dasan research station in Svalbard, Norway, in particular, South Korea has increased its Arctic research capabilities and presence, including the construction of its first icebreaker, the Araon, in 2009, its hosting of the 12th Arctic Science Summit Week in 2011, and its organization of an Arctic Science Fellowship Program in 2018.\textsuperscript{117}

Importantly, South Korea sees itself as an emerging Arctic actor and is specifically seeking to transition from being an Arctic “observer” to a fully integrated Arctic “partner.”\textsuperscript{118} Indeed, South Korea’s most recent Arctic documents are notable for their reprioritization of Seoul’s Arctic priorities away from commercial development and toward Arctic co-operation on global challenges, such as environmental protection and Indigenous peoples’ socio-economic development.

**South Korea’s Multidirectional Approach to Arctic Engagement**

As with Japan, South Korea’s Arctic engagement relies heavily on bilateralism and multilateralism. Since 2013, for instance, Seoul has periodically worked with the United States on “environmental co-operation” in the Arctic and, since 2014, has undertaken research on permafrost, the lithosphere, and methane hydrate deposits in the Beaufort Sea with Canada’s permission. South Korea also actively participates in Arctic dialogue forums with the Nordic states, including the Arctic Circle Assembly in Iceland and the Arctic Frontiers organized by Norway.\textsuperscript{119} In addition, South Korea has consistent Arctic science co-operation with Greenland, having signed four memorandums of understanding (MoUs) covering polar research collaboration since 2012.\textsuperscript{120}
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Of all its bilateral Arctic relations, South Korea’s state and commercial engagement with Russia is arguably the most robust. For instance, South Korea and Russia signed an MoU on Arctic resource engagement in 2017, leading to substantial South Korean investment in Russia’s Arctic LNG 2.121 The two states also work closely on Arctic shipping, holding high-level talks about the joint development of a shipping route from Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky to Murmansk via the NSR, for instance.122 To support this partnership, South Korean firms, including Samsung, construct ice-class ships for and supply Arctic shuttle tankers to Russia.123

In parallel to its bilateral partnerships, Korea is actively contributing to Arctic affairs through intergovernmental organizations like the Arctic Council and the United Nations and advancing Arctic governance through its support of the Paris Agreement and the UN Sustainable Development Goals.124 Within the Arctic Council, for instance, Seoul supports several working groups: the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme; the Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF); Emergency Prevention, Preparedness and Response (EPPR); the Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment (PAME); and Sustainable Development (SDWG).125

Within Asia, South Korea works with Japan and China, primarily through trilateral dialogue mechanisms. South Korea is an active member of the Forum for Polar Science, for instance, and inaugurated the Korea-Japan-China Trilateral High-Level Dialogue on the Arctic in 2016, which has since become an annual multilateral event.126 Such engagement is limited, however, by ongoing economic rivalry between the three states on the privileges and usage of the NSR. Tension between South Korea and China has specifically escalated in recent years due to South Korea’s ambiguous stance regarding the territorial disputes in the South China Sea and Seoul’s perception of Chinese support for North Korea.

South Korea’s Arctic Actors

KEY GOVERNMENTAL ACTORS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS

South Korea’s Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries is the country’s lead agency on Arctic affairs, reflecting Seoul’s prioritization of shipping and Arctic navigation in its regional approach.
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Indeed, South Korea’s maritime-sector bureaucracies and its maritime-adjacent municipalities have been closely involved in shaping the country’s Arctic policy since the early 2000s. Officials from the port city of Busan, for instance, are actively involved in South Korean Arctic affairs, particularly with respect to fishing and shipping.\(^{127}\) In addition to these lead actors, at least five other ministries play important roles in South Korea’s Arctic affairs, as outlined below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governmental Actors</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries (MOF)</strong></td>
<td>The MOF specializes in issues related to the Arctic maritime environment, port development, and fisheries.(^{128}) The ministry takes the lead in forming the country’s Arctic policy master plan and co-operates with other relevant ministries.(^{129}) The ministry is also in charge of funding and is responsible for the Korean Polar Research Institute’s major in-house and ministry-commissioned projects.(^{130}) South Korea’s icebreaker <em>Araon</em> is under MOF’s responsibility.(^{131})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning (MSIP)</strong></td>
<td>The MSIP partakes in the nation’s polar research. The ministry has supported projects such as “Circum-Arctic Permafrost Environment Change Monitoring and Future Prediction Techniques” and “Changes in Environment and Coastal Geomorphology of Svalbard Fjord.”(^{132})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Environment (MOE)</strong></td>
<td>The MOE contributes to South Korea’s Arctic ecology research and environmental protection. NIE and NIER, two research institutions closely affiliated and funded by the MOE, are particularly engaged in the Arctic Council’s migratory birds(^{133}) and enhanced black carbon and methane emission reductions groups.(^{134})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Governmental Actors | Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs
---|---
**Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE)** | The MOTIE is involved with Arctic resource development, investment, and energy supply. The MOTIE was the nation’s signatory to an MoU with Greenland on joint geological surveys, resource development, and scientific exchange. In addition, the MOTIE and Natural Resources Canada also share an MoU on Cooperation in Innovation and Energy Technologies.

**Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)** | The MOFA contributes to South Korea’s Arctic diplomacy with foreign states and intergovernmental organizations. The ministry represents South Korea in Arctic regional forums and facilitated the nation obtaining its observer status in the Arctic Council. In 2020, the MOFA further established the “Arctic Club in Korea,” an informal forum that aims to enhance Arctic collaboration between South Korea and Arctic states.

**Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA)** | KMA funded several independent Arctic climate research projects. The ministry monitors changing Arctic temperatures and air masses to pinpoint their effects on South Korea’s meteorology.
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KEY RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS

South Korea’s research institutions play critical roles in shaping the nation’s Arctic relations, particularly the Korean Polar Research Institute and the Korea Maritime Institute, which drive its Arctic research co-operation and facilitate its Arctic diplomacy. In addition, the Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean Engineering is South Korea’s leading institution for Arctic shipping and maritime technology development. All three institutions are closely aligned with South Korea’s central government, with intergovernmental organizations such as the Arctic Council, and with the nation’s leading academic institutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Institutions</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Korea Maritime Institute (KMI)**    | KMI is a policy research institute that the South Korean government sponsors through the Office of Government Policy Coordination.  
  KMI facilitates the state’s policy development in the maritime and fisheries sectors.  
  KMI is mainly engaged with UArctic, the Arctic Council, and the North Pacific Arctic Conference (NPAC). Since 2015, KMI has co-hosted the Korea Arctic Academy with UArctic.  
  This academic exchange project facilitates Arctic education for students from Korea and Arctic countries. KMI actively partakes in the Arctic Council’s PAME working group and expert group meetings.  
  In particular, KMI is one of the co-leads on “Strengthening observer engagement with PAME’s shipping-related activities” and was also involved in the “Arctic Indigenous Marine Use Mapping” project.  
  Finally, since 2011, KMI has been hosting the NPAC with the East-West Center.                                                                 |
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Korea Polar Research Institute (KOPRI)

KOPRI is mainly in charge of South Korea’s Arctic scientific research related to climate, atmosphere, oceanology, geology, and ecology.\(^{150}\) As the institution is closely affiliated with the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (the preceding agency of the MSIP), KOPRI doesn’t cover any Arctic strategic or security issues.\(^{151}\) The institute has one Arctic polar research base called the Dasan station in Svalbard, Norway.\(^{152}\) In addition, South Korea’s Arctic expeditions and research icebreaker, the *Araon*, falls under the responsibility of KOPRI.\(^{153}\)

Since its establishment in 1978,\(^{154}\) KOPRI has closely collaborated with numerous domestic and foreign institutions to advance South Korea’s Arctic agenda; some of these institutions include the Arctic Council, UArctic, and the International Arctic Science Committee (IASC). In particular, for the Arctic Council, KOPRI has actively participated in the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme working group meetings and workshops.\(^{155}\) Since joining UArctic in 2016, KOPRI has also facilitated the delivery of the Arctic Science Fellowship program.\(^{156}\) KOPRI has developed a close partnership with the IASC since its participation in 2002 and has served as the Chair of the Pacific Arctic Group, a subset of the IASC.\(^{157}\)
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### Research Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean Engineering (KRISO)</strong></td>
<td>KRISO is a government-funded research institute that specializes in shipbuilding and maritime engineering. KRISO is an affiliate of the Korea Institute of Ocean Science and Technology. Akin to KMI and KOPRI, KRISO also actively contributes to the Arctic Council’s EPPR working group. In particular, KRISO aims to partake in the Arctic Council’s project on &quot;New low-sulfur fuels, fate and behaviour in cold water conditions.&quot; In addition, KRISO also houses the Regional Activity Center to support the UN Environment Programme’s Northwest Pacific Action Plan, specifically to prevent and respond to Arctic oil spills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM)</strong></td>
<td>KIGAM is a state-funded geoscience research organization. In 2014, the institution collaborated with the Geological Survey of Canada to discuss the exploration of oil and gas resources in the Arctic. KIGAM also facilitated the 2019 Arctic Partnership Week in Busan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Korea Hydrographic and Oceanographic Agency (KHOA)</strong></td>
<td>KHOA is a research body under the MOF. KHOA facilitates South Korea’s Arctic hydrographic knowledge and maritime research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Busan Development Institute (BDI)</strong></td>
<td>BDI plays a critical role in paradiplomacy. The institute focuses on maritime projects that would facilitate Busan becoming a super port city—a major hub for Arctic logistics, information, and tourism in Asia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In contrast to Japan, South Korean universities do not directly influence the country’s Arctic policy. In general, South Korea’s academic institutions lack adequate funding, human capital, and knowledge to affect the country’s Arctic policy. Three South Korean universities do, however, have committed Arctic research programs – each with a different specialization – that are worth highlighting in a survey of the country’s Arctic actors.

### Research Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Institutions</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Institute of Ecology (NIE)</strong></td>
<td>NIE is a subsidiary research institution of the MOE.(^{169}) NIE adds value to South Korea’s Arctic ecology research. NIE is closely engaged with the Arctic Council’s CAFF working group.(^{170}) In particular, NIE assists the working group in conducting research on the breeding patterns, migratory routes, and conservation of Arctic migratory birds.(^{171})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Institute of Environmental Research (NIER)</strong></td>
<td>NIER is an affiliated research institution under the MOE(^ {172}) and carries out research related to the environment, climate, and air quality. NIER took part in meetings and contributed research to the Arctic Council’s Expert Group on Black Carbon and Methane.(^ {173})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### KEY ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS

In contrast to Japan, South Korean universities do not directly influence the country’s Arctic policy. In general, South Korea’s academic institutions lack adequate funding, human capital, and knowledge to affect the country’s Arctic policy. Three South Korean universities do, however, have committed Arctic research programs – each with a different specialization – that are worth highlighting in a survey of the country’s Arctic actors.

### Academic Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Institutions</th>
<th>Arctic Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youngsan University Institute</strong></td>
<td>The Institute of Arctic Logistics in Youngsan University specializes in conducting research on the Arctic shipping route and maritime logistics.(^ {174}) The university facilitated the Korean Arctic Partnership Week in Busan in 2021, with an emphasis on the theme of Arctic shipping infrastructure.(^ {175})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Unlike other non-Arctic states, South Korea’s conglomerates (chaebols) have extraordinary influence over the state’s economy and politics. As of 2021, South Korea’s lucrative shipbuilding and maritime technology development are dominated by the country’s “big three” mega-conglomerates: Hyundai, Samsung, and Daewoo. These powerful commercial actors have established Arctic commercial ties on LNG development, shipping, and maritime technology development with Arctic state countries, including Norway, the United States, and Russia.

**KEY COMMERCIAL ACTORS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS**

Pai Chai University’s Korea-Siberia Center conducts research related to Siberia’s economy, culture, and ecological environment. The Center also plays a critical role in bridging the Arctic ties between Korea and Russia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial Actors</th>
<th>Arctic Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hyundai Glovis Co. Ltd</strong></td>
<td>Hyundai Glovis is a South Korean logistics company specializing in Arctic shipping. Hyundai Glovis carried out the nation’s first cargo shipping via the NSR in 2013. In the same year, Swedish tanker company Stena Bulk also collaborated with Hyundai Glovis to explore the potential of Arctic sea routes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial Actors</th>
<th>Arctic Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korean Gas Corporation (KOGAS)</td>
<td>KOGAS is a state-run natural gas supplier and a critical global LNG importer. KOGAS has close Arctic engagement with Russia and Canada on resource development. In 2011, KOGAS executives attempted to commercialize Canada’s Arctic gas reserves by building a gas-processing facility in the Northwest Territories. In the same year, KOGAS tried to engage in West Cutbank and Horn River’s mining fuel development in BC. In 2018, KOGAS also expressed interest in participating in Russia’s Novatek Arctic LNG 2 project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI)</td>
<td>HHI is the largest shipbuilding company in the world. HHI has close Arctic engagement with Norway. In particular, the company won a $1.6B deal in 2010 to construct Arctic vessels for the Goliat Field in the Barents Sea. This contract holds significance as Goliat is Norway’s first offshore oil development project in the Arctic region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI)</td>
<td>SHI is one of the “big three” shipbuilders in South Korea. SHI specializes in the construction of icebreakers, shuttle tankers, and LNG carriers. SHI recently secured a $2.6B contract to assist the Russian Zvezda Shipyard construct LNG carriers for Russia’s Arctic LNG 2 project. Based on the contract, Russia ordered seven icebreaking shuttle tankers and six icebreaking LNG carriers from SHI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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China’s Arctic Priorities

China stands apart from other non-Arctic states due to its self-proclaimed identification as a “near-Arctic state” and its disproportionate allocation of national resources to Arctic exploration, exploitation, research, and development.\(^{197}\) Having identified the development of a Polar Silk Road as a foreign policy priority in a 2018 white paper on the Arctic, China’s Arctic priorities are scientific research, Arctic governance, economic development, and the development of a polar shipping route.\(^{198}\) Notably, China has mobilized national resources to achieve engagement on each of its priority areas to good effect. Indeed, Beijing is now arguably one of the Arctic’s most influential actors and is well position to expand its influence even further in the short to medium term.\(^{199}\)

China has leveraged its interest in and support of science research in the Arctic to participate in and to establish new communities of interest in which it plays a central role. As early as 1996, for instance, China joined the International Arctic Science Committee – an Arctic
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Council-related non-government agency – and as a result established diplomatic ties with all eight Arctic states before becoming an official non-Arctic member of the Council in 2013. Similarly, in 2004 and 2005, China established the Arctic Yellow River Station in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen, Norway, and initiated the State Oceanic Administration-led Pacific Arctic Group within the Arctic Science Summit Week to enhance scientific collaboration in the Indo-Pacific region. Beijing has also used its icebreaker, the Xue Long, to foster research collaboration in the Arctic and to strengthen its own research architecture in the region. Since 1984, China has sent the icebreaker (the world’s largest) on more than 20 Arctic expeditions, many of which were joint operations.

China has leveraged its scientific research ties to further advance its role in establishing and maintaining Arctic governance. Indeed, Beijing has prioritized the maintenance and development of Arctic governance in its overall policy approach to the region. To this end, China primarily works to enforce the Arctic region’s existing governance institutions in line with the Charter of the United Nations, the Spitsbergen Treaty, the Paris Agreement, and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). In addition to consolidating these existing international agreements, China also aims to project its presence through leading climate science-related projects in the Arctic.

In parallel, Beijing is working to expand China’s economic footprint in the Arctic, particularly with respect to the region’s research development. Chinese state-owned shipping, mining, and energy companies have funded infrastructure construction and resource development projects in various Arctic states, while Chinese companies have both made and attempted to make investments in Canadian, Alaskan, and Norwegian oil and gas sectors. China is particularly involved in economic co-operation with Russia and Denmark, having invested heavily in Russia’s Arctic LNG 2 and Northern Greenland’s Citronen Zinc-Lead projects.

As with both Japan and South Korea, however, China’s Arctic “Holy Grail” is unquestionably the development of an all-season Arctic shipping route – one that could significantly reduce transport times between China and Europe while reducing China’s reliance on Indo-Pacific sea lanes of communication for its trade and energy needs. To meet this strategic objective, China is particularly focused on the commercialization and development of Russia’s NSR,
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through which China can link its northern ports to Europe, thereby minimizing transit time, lowering shipping costs, and neutralizing non-traditional security threats, such as piracy.\textsuperscript{204} Indeed, while all-season use of the NSR remains uneconomical at the time of writing, the Chinese state-owned offshore shipping company COSCO has periodically used the route since 2013.\textsuperscript{205} To ensure COSCO’s ability to transit throughout the NSR, Beijing routinely cites the UNCLOS provisions around freedom of navigation in coastal states’ exclusive economic zones – a reading of international maritime law that contradicts its own stated policies in the South China Sea.

**China’s Multidirectional Approach to Arctic Engagement**

While China is clearly an ambitious Arctic actor, it remains relatively circumspect in its approach to Arctic relations, seeking partnership for engagement, for instance, rather than undertaking unilateral action within the region. Within its bilateral relations, Russia is arguably China’s most important partner, although Beijing has also established extensive relations with the Nordic states and trilateral relations with South Korea and Japan.

China engages with Russia across multidisciplinary fields, including infrastructure development, energy projects, NSR shipping, tourism, and scientific research. Highlights in Sino-Russo Arctic co-operation relations include the 2013 Yamal LNG project, the 2018 Polar Silk Road project, and the 2019 Arctic LNG 2 project.\textsuperscript{206} Beijing and Moscow have also launched an Arctic research program between the Chinese Pilot National Laboratory for Marine Science and Technology and the Shirshov Institute of Oceanology of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

\textsuperscript{204} Corell et al., op. cit., 12.
\textsuperscript{205} Jakobson and Peng, op. cit., 7; Corell et al., op. cit., 23.
two of China’s and Russia’s most prestigious maritime research institutions. With China’s increasing reliance on Russia to ensure its access to the NSR, and with the two states’ shared view of the United States as an aggressor state, China and Russia’s Arctic ties will likely strengthen in the foreseeable future and could potentially serve as an important counter-point to Trans-Atlantic dominance in the Arctic.

In addition to Russia, China has also deepened its collaboration with the Nordic countries, particularly on joint Arctic resource development and scientific research. China works closely with Finland, for example, on scientific co-operation in Arctic marine industry and geology research, and on construction of China’s icebreaker, the Xue Long 2. In further demonstration of Sino-Finnish ties, Beijing and Helsinki established a joint research centre for Arctic space observation in Sodankylä, Lapland, in 2018. China has similarly developed a substantive resource development collaboration with Greenland to explore mining, metals, and minerals. And in 2018, China opened the joint Aurora Observatory with Iceland, furthering a bilateral relationship with Reykjavik that is heavily research-based.

Within Asia, as noted above, China’s Arctic diplomacy rests primarily on trilateralism with South Korea and Japan, within which Beijing has taken the lead to facilitate the Pacific Arctic Group and the Arctic Science Summit Week. In a similar proactive manner, China also hosted the Third Trilateral High-Level Dialogue on the Arctic in Shanghai on June 8, 2018. Within this broader trilateral framework, Beijing prioritizes its bilateral ties with South Korea – going so far as to sign the distinctly bilateral MoU on Polar Science and Technology Cooperation in 2008. Despite their shared interests in Arctic economic, resource, and governance development, China remains fundamentally wary of Japan as an Arctic partner, understanding that Tokyo’s security alliance with the United States makes it biased against Chinese interests in the region.
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In addition to its bilateral ties, China works with intergovernmental organizations and forums, including the International Arctic Science Committee, the International Maritime Organization, UArctic, and the Arctic Council, to address issues within the region’s commons, such as climate change and ecology preservation. China is particularly involved with the Arctic Council, contributing to its working groups, task forces, and expert groups. Specifically, Chinese Arctic experts have contributed to working groups and programs such as the Arctic Contaminants Action Program, Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme, CAFF, EPPR, PAME, SDWG, and the SOA-based Marine Mechanism.  

China’s Arctic Actors

**KEY GOVERNMENTAL ACTORS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS**

China has a large, complicated, and decentralized bureaucratic ecosystem for its Arctic affairs. Indeed, while the State Council provides funding for China’s polar activities, at present more than 15 governmental agencies and China’s People’s Liberation Army work independently and collaboratively to fulfil the country’s centralized foreign policy agenda.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governmental Actors</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The State Oceanic Administration (SOA)</strong></td>
<td>The SOA is a second-tier agency that reports directly to the Ministry of Land and Resources. SOA used to be the primary governmental agency that led China’s Arctic affairs. However, the administration was eliminated in 2018 and was later integrated into the portfolio of the Ministry of Natural Resources. The SOA heads the Chinese Advisory Committee for Polar Research, which consists of experts from 13 Chinese ministries to co-ordinate on Arctic affairs. SOA previously covered China’s maritime activities, which consisted of shaping the nation’s ocean-related policy and contributing to the formation of international polar maritime regulations. On the side, SOA also funded polar research projects related to Arctic climate, geology, minerology, and maritime ecology.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governmental Actors</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chinese Arctic and Antarctic Administration (CAAA)</strong></td>
<td>CAAA is a Director-General level agency under the SOA. The Administration is in charge of forming the nation’s polar policy and strategic blueprint. At the same time, it is also responsible for managing the state’s key polar affairs and Arctic expeditions. Currently, the CAAA is the most involved and authoritative Chinese agency in charge of Arctic affairs. Despite upholding a wide range of Arctic responsibilities, CAAA only employs approximately 40 staff members. The administration consists of six divisions: (1) The General Affairs Division; (2) The Policy Planning Division; (3) The Expedition Affairs Division; (4) The Science and Technology Development Division; (5) The International Affairs Division; and (6) The Human Resources Division. In particular, the International Affairs Division is in charge of facilitating China’s bilateral and multilateral co-operation on Arctic affairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China Maritime Surveillance (CMS)</strong></td>
<td>CMS serves as SOA’s maritime law enforcement agency. CMS’s responsibilities include conducting maritime patrol around disputed waters surrounding China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)</strong></td>
<td>NDRC focuses on the economic aspects of China’s Arctic affairs. The commission has contributed to shaping the nation’s Arctic policy related to shipping, resource development, and tourism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ministry of Transport (MOT)</strong></td>
<td>MOT is responsible for enhancing China’s policy and capacity related to Arctic shipping routes, maritime communication, and polar commercial trades. The ministry also regulates China’s domestic and international shipping industry, while administering the nation’s shipping routes and ports.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governmental Actors</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)</strong></td>
<td>MOST is a second-tier State Council agency\textsuperscript{234} that facilitates China’s Arctic agenda using science diplomacy. MOST focuses on enhancing the nation’s Arctic science, research, and technology infrastructure.\textsuperscript{235} The ministry specifically provides financial funds for Arctic research related to Arctic satellites, climate change, a maritime ice-atmospheric study, and a polar data-sharing system. \textsuperscript{236}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP)</strong></td>
<td>MEP enhances China’s Arctic collaboration with foreign countries in the fields of climate change and environmental protection.\textsuperscript{237} In 2017, MEP specifically drafted the “Belt and Road Ecological and Environmental Cooperation Plan” to highlight the eco-friendly aspects of China’s Maritime Belt and Road Initiative. \textsuperscript{238}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)</strong></td>
<td>MFA focuses on the diplomatic and political aspect of the nation’s Arctic matters. MFA advocates for China’s Arctic interests in bilateral, multilateral, and intergovernmental platforms.\textsuperscript{239} The ministry’s Department of Treaty and Law also prepares the nation’s official statements on the Arctic and coordinates China’s representatives at Arctic Council ministerial meetings. \textsuperscript{240}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT)</strong></td>
<td>MIIT is involved in polar telecommunications and satellite projects.\textsuperscript{241} In 2017, MIIT engaged with Arctic stakeholders from Russia, Finland, Norway, and Japan to construct a fibre-optic cable link project across the Arctic Circle. \textsuperscript{242}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Governmental Actors</strong></th>
<th><strong>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chinese Meteorological Administration (CMA)</strong></td>
<td>CMA monitors Arctic climate and meteorological changes. In 2021, the administration funded the development of FengYun-3, China’s latest polar-orbiting meteorological satellite.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State Bureau of Mapping and Surveying</strong></td>
<td>The State Bureau of Mapping and Surveying focuses on polar mapping. In 2019, the Bureau facilitated the state’s BeiDou satellite navigation system, which advanced China’s shipping navigation capacity for both commercial and military purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>People’s Liberation Army (PLA)</strong></td>
<td>PLA addresses geo-security threats in the polar shipping routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Finance (MOF)</strong></td>
<td>The MOF is in charge of the budgetary and administration aspects of polar issues. As a ministry-level entity, the National Development and Reform Commission specifically approves funding for construction of the state’s Arctic icebreakers and facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Education (MOE)</strong></td>
<td>The MOE funds and promotes inter-university research on Arctic issues related to ecology, oceanography, geology, glaciology, climatology, engineering technology, and socio-politics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Agriculture (MOA)</strong></td>
<td>MOA promotes China’s presence in Arctic fishing affairs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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China’s primary Arctic research institutions are affiliated with and fund-dependent on different Chinese ministries. They are, as a result, less open to research sharing and collaboration than their non-Arctic Asian states’ counterparts. Opportunity for Track 1.5 or Track 2 engagement with China’s Arctic research institutions is currently limited. Indeed, much of China’s non-academic research collaboration takes place at the Track 1, or official government level.

### KEY RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Institutions</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polar Research Institute of China (PRIC)</strong></td>
<td>PRIC serves as China’s principal research institution and consists of over 120 employees. The institution is responsible for conducting the state's scientific research and polar expeditions. In addition, PRIC also manages China’s Yellow River Station in the Arctic and functions as an information centre for the state's research in the High North. Furthermore, the country’s polar research vessel, <em>Xue Long</em>, falls under the responsibility of PRIC.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Institutions</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shanghai Institute of International Studies (SIIS)</strong></td>
<td>SIIS has actively published numerous Arctic-focused research on Chinese Arctic and maritime policies. In 2011, the institute also established the Center for Maritime and Polar Studies.(^{256}) The institute promotes China’s academic Arctic engagement with different Arctic states. It also has an active presence in multilateral forums, such as the Arctic Circle Forum.(^{257}) The vice-president of SIIS, Yang Jian, specializes in Arctic governance and China’s regional strategy in polar affairs.(^{258})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The China Institute for Marine Affairs (CIMA)</strong></td>
<td>CIMA functions as an internal research centre of SOA.(^{259}) The institute specializes in the legal aspects of China’s maritime policy legislation and economic interests in the Arctic.(^{260})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Chinese Academy of Science (CAS)</strong></td>
<td>CAS is China’s leading academic research institution that specializes in topics such as remote sensing satellites, atmospheric science, and ice coverage forecasting.(^{261}) In particular, the Institute of Aerophysics, the Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources, and the Institute of Oceanology have conducted research relevant to the Arctic environment and climate.(^{262})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China-Nordic Arctic Research Center (CNARC)</strong></td>
<td>CNARC was established in 2013 under the joint effort of four Chinese and six Nordic institutions.(^{263}) CNARC’s primary aim is to facilitate Arctic engagement between China and the Nordic states. It has conducted Arctic research ranging from resource development, shipping, economic co-operation, and Arctic governance.(^{264}) An annual Arctic symposium is further conducted by CNARC to enhance the collaboration between China and the Nordic states.(^{265})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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KEY ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS

As with China’s Arctic research institutions, the country’s academic institutions rely heavily on government funding and are, accordingly, less open to international collaboration than their Asian or Trans-Atlantic counterparts. That said, a few Chinese universities – particularly those located in China’s coastal or port cities, such as Dalian and Heilongjiang – do engage globally on Arctic research, albeit selectively. Notably, Shanghai-based universities such as Fudan University, Tongji University, and Shanghai University of Political Science and Law have become China’s leading institutions on international Arctic research engagement in recent years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Institutions</th>
<th>Arctic Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ocean University of China (OUC)</td>
<td>OUC focuses on research related to Arctic oceanography and fisheries. In 2010, the university’s school of Law and Political Science further founded the Research Institute of Polar Law and Politics. To enhance the institution’s Arctic research, the university also hosted the nation’s leading Arctic experts, including Liu Huirong, and Guo Peiqing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalian Maritime University</td>
<td>Dalian Maritime University conducted research related to Arctic shipping and logistics. The university’s Shipping Development Academy also established the Arctic Shipping Affairs Research Center in 2010.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongji University (The International Polar and Maritime Studies Center)</td>
<td>Various academics from Tongji University are engaged in the Arctic Council’s working groups, including EPPR, PAME, and SDWG.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY COMMERCIAL ACTORS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS

China’s state-owned enterprises and state-affiliated companies are central actors in the country’s Arctic affairs, particularly with respect to the Polar Silk Road’s development. COSCO, for instance, plays a critical role in China’s Arctic LNG transport and shipbuilding and ensures the state’s navigation security and logistical capacity in Arctic shipping. The China National
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Petroleum Corporation and the China National Offshore Oil Corporation also work to secure Chinese interests related to natural resource exploration and energy security in the Arctic, often working with Russian firms in the process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial Actors</th>
<th>Arctic Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hunchun Chuangli Haiyun Logistics Company</strong></td>
<td>In 2008, Hunchun Chuangli Haiyun Logistics Company leased North Korea’s Rajin Port for 10 years. At the time, Rajin Port was deemed as a potential Arctic hub, while the lease also granted China access to the Sea of Japan for the first time since 1938. In 2011, the company’s parent company, Dalian Chuangli Group, extended the lease for Rajin Port for 50 years. This leasing agreement is considered to be one of China’s most significant Arctic shipping development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC)</strong></td>
<td>CNPC is the country’s first state-owned resource company to enter the Arctic energy equity market. In the past decade, CNPC fostered close Arctic energy co-operation with Russia. In 2010, CNPC secured agreements with Russia’s Sovcomflot Group on the transportation of hydrocarbons. In 2013, CNPC further purchased a 20 percent stock in Russia’s Novatek Yamal LNG project. Currently, CNPC is also involved in Russia’s latest Arctic LNG 2 project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China Ocean Shipping Company (COSCO)</strong></td>
<td>COSCO is the nation’s leading shipping company and has been actively running transit voyages in the NSR. To enhance its Arctic shipping capacity, the company purchased three ice-class, multi-purpose cargo ships in 2018. In the same year, COSCO completed eight transit voyages through the NSR.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commercial Actors</th>
<th>Arctic Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>China National Oil and Gas Exploration and Development Company Limited (CNOCD)</strong></td>
<td>CNOCD is a subsidiary of CNPC. The company also has an interest in Russia’s Arctic LNG 2 project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC)</strong></td>
<td>CNOOC acquired a 10 percent participation interest in Russia’s Arctic LNG 2 project. The company also previously secured a US$1.5B deal for the Yamal LNG project. The company’s oilfield service subsidiary, China Oilfield Services Limited, has conducted drilling, geophysical survey, and marine support projects in the Arctic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China Poly Group Corporation</strong></td>
<td>China Poly Group is a state-owned company that facilitates infrastructure development projects that enhance Arctic connectivity. In particular, the company signed a railway construction project with Russia’s Interregional JSC Belkomur to link Central Russia to Arkhangelsk, in the Arctic. The company also invested in Russia’s Murmansk, a transportation project within the Arctic Circle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China Petroleum &amp; Chemical Corporation (Sinopec)</strong></td>
<td>Sinopec partakes in Arctic LNG development projects. The company had previously tried to secure an Arctic LNG deal with an Alaskan company under Trump’s administration. The company also participated in Russia’s Yamal LNG project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jiangxi Zhongrun Mining</strong></td>
<td>Jingxi Zhongrun Mining focuses on mining exploration for gold, copper, and metals in southern Greenland and northwestern Svalbard, Norway.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Singapore’s Arctic Priorities

Since gaining its observer status in 2013, Singapore has been a proactive contributor to the Arctic Council through dialogue, in workshops, and in international forums, despite not having a fully articulated Arctic policy as of 2022. Aware that its legitimacy as an Arctic actor rests on its contributions to shared regional challenges – not on its geographic proximity and/or material capacity – Singapore has specifically worked through the Council to address climate change, to promote Arctic governance, and to pursue opportunities for sustainable development.\(^{295}\)

First among Singapore’s Arctic priorities is climate change, as the state is particularly vulnerable to rising sea levels resulting from Arctic melting.\(^{296}\) Indeed, while the state lacks a comprehensive Arctic plan, Singapore does view glacial melting as a risk input to its domestic flood planning – one that the state’s leadership considered when investing $100B in flood prevention in 2020.\(^{297}\) From Singapore’s perspective, then, working to mitigate climate change in the Arctic is both a critical means to deepen its role in Arctic affairs and a necessary

\[\text{Commercial Actors} \quad \text{Arctic Engagement}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guangzhou Shipyard International</th>
<th>China’s Guangzhou Shipyard International built Audax and Pugnax, two polar-class, heavy lifting deck carriers for the Yamal LNG Project in 2016.(^{293})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jiangnan Shipyard</td>
<td>The company was contracted by the Chinese government to build the nation’s second polar research vessel, Xue Long 2, in 2019.(^{294})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^{293}\) Ibid., 13.

\(^{294}\) Ibid.


proactive measure to ensure the country’s long-term climate security, particularly with respect to rising sea levels.

As a maritime-dependent nation, Singapore also views Arctic governance, maritime law, and maritime security as central to its national interests, understanding that any legal or regulatory developments within the region could reverberate back to Asia. Singapore’s leadership is particularly interested in understanding how Arctic states like Canada, Russia, and China apply UNCLOS to the Arctic’s maritime domain as any deviation to its application could have far-reaching effects for the state’s security in the South China Sea. Similarly, Singapore is determined to maintain involvement in the NSR’s development as an all-season route through the Arctic between East Asia and Europe. This would have a significant impact on the state’s economic viability and political status as one of the most – if not the most – important port states in the Indo-Pacific. Indeed, Singaporean firms look at the NSR’s development as a commercial opportunity for shipbuilding, ship reporting, oil rig construction, renewable energy development, and offshore engineering, as well as a potential challenge to the country’s maritime port industry.

Singapore’s Multidirectional Approach to Arctic Engagement

While Singapore enjoys stable bilateral relations with all Arctic countries, its ties with Russia are noteworthy for their mutual benefit and their breadth and depth. Whereas Moscow needs Singapore’s expertise in maritime technology, drilling platform construction, and offshore operations, Singapore requires Russia’s help to leverage its maritime technologies’ production and to track NSR developments closely. Diplomatically, Singapore remains one of the few
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developed nations that has not imposed sanctions on Russia and the two states’ Ministries of Foreign Affairs maintain regular communication to co-ordinate their Arctic collaboration.\textsuperscript{300}

In addition, Singapore maintains close Arctic partnership with Norway on education, research, and development, with the National University of Singapore and the University of Tromsø having signed a 2017 MoU on co-hosting Arctic seminars.\textsuperscript{301} Diplomatically, Singapore’s Minister of State for Foreign Affairs joined the 13th Arctic Frontiers Conference in Tromsø, Norway, in 2019, and in 2020 the two states agreed to establish more than 30 agreements at the inter-university and research institution levels to enable closer research and dialogue on maritime, climate, technological, and sustainable development issues in the Arctic.\textsuperscript{302}

Multilaterally, Singapore works with the Arctic Council’s working groups on CAFF, PAME, and EPPR on implementation, monitoring, and enforcement.\textsuperscript{303} For example, Singapore’s National Parks Board closely monitors the issue of Arctic migratory birds for CAFF, helps mitigate oil spills for PAME, and co-ordinates Arctic search and rescue services for the EPPR.\textsuperscript{304} Singapore also works closely with the International Maritime Organization on maritime law, international maritime policy, and facilitating maritime co-operation in the Arctic.\textsuperscript{305}

**Singapore’s Arctic Actors**

**KEY GOVERNMENTAL ACTORS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS**

Singapore’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Maritime and Port Authority, and the National Parks Board are the country’s primary agencies for Arctic affairs. Working closely together, the three ministries effectively manage Singapore’s Arctic diplomacy, economic outreach, and conservation efforts, respectively.


\textsuperscript{304} Ibid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governmental Actors</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)</strong></td>
<td>MFA is a crucial driver for Singapore’s Arctic affairs and oversees the nation’s Arctic partnerships. In 2012, MFA appointed a special envoy for Arctic affairs and subsequently facilitated Singapore securing observer status in the Arctic Council.306 Singapore’s active presence in international events, including the Arctic Frontiers and Arctic Circle Assemblies, are also coordinated by the MFA.307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agency for Science and Technology and Research (A*STAR)</strong></td>
<td>A<em>STAR falls under the responsibility of the Ministry of Trade and Industry of Singapore.308 A</em>STAR collaborates with universities and Keppel Corporation to develop offshore and marine equipment for ConocoPhillips.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA)</strong></td>
<td>MPA regulates and develops strategies to ensure Singapore’s position as a global maritime knowledge hub.310 MPA focuses primarily on the development of international maritime law while monitoring the Arctic ocean and shipping route. MPA has continuously contributed to the Arctic Council’s PAME and EPPR working groups.311 MPA also attended the 3rd Arctic Shipping Best Practices Information Forum in June 2019.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The National Parks Board (NParks)</strong></td>
<td>NParks is regulated by the Ministry of National Development.313 NParks is responsible for engaging in the biodiversity aspects of Arctic issues. NParks monitors the Arctic migratory birds issue, as Singapore is a key transit point for birds flying from the Arctic to Australia.314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governmental Actors</th>
<th>Responsibility and Engagement in Arctic Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Sustainability and the Environment (MSE)</td>
<td>MSE works to project Singapore’s push for a green economy and sustainable development in the Arctic. MSE contributes to the Arctic Council’s PAME and SDWG working groups.(^{315}) The ministry also oversees the Centre for Climate Research Singapore (CCRS). Dr. Erland Källén, the director of CCRS, has published multiple papers assessing the Arctic climate and the mechanisms for enhanced Arctic warming. Currently, CCRS aims to contribute to Arctic scientific discourse by pinpointing the relation between Arctic sea-level change and its implications on Southeast Asian countries.(^{316})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS**

Singapore is also home to a number of world-class academic institutes with committed Arctic research and study programs, all of which are deeply integrated into regional and global academic and research networks dealing with Arctic affairs. Principal among these institutions are the National University of Singapore and Nanyang Technical University, both of which facilitate Arctic discussions between students, academics, researchers, government officials, and business professionals within Singapore and abroad.\(^{317}\)

---

\(^{315}\) Republic of Singapore, op. cit.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Institutions</th>
<th>Arctic Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>National University of Singapore (NUS): Energy Studies Institute, Centre for International Law, Centre for Maritime Studies, Tropical Marine Science Institute, Centre for Offshore Research and Engineering, Keppel-NUS Corporate Laboratory, Department of Geography</strong></td>
<td>Different NUS departments cover a wide range of Arctic research, including shipping governance, Arctic international law, Arctic remote energy development, and climate change. In particular, its Energy Studies Institute and the Centre of International Law specialize in Arctic energy and law, respectively. The Energy Studies Institute, in particular, has a strong affiliation with the Ministry of Trade and Industry and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Between 2019 and 2021, the institute conducted a workshop on “Sustainable Energy Development in the Arctic: Collaboration on the Arctic Renewable Energy Atlas (AREA).” The institute also facilitated a youth seminar to promote more Arctic awareness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Nanyang Technological University (NTU): Asian School of the Environment**

NTU faculty researchers attended Arctic Council’s PAME and SDWG’s plenary meetings in 2020.

---

**KEY COMMERCIAL ACTORS FOR ARCTIC AFFAIRS**

Major Singaporean Arctic commercial participants are either state-owned or have close ties with the government. Consequently, Singapore’s Arctic commercial engagement revolves around the marine industry, which has strong credentials in shipbuilding, repair, and offshore engineering.

---
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### Commercial Actors | Arctic Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keppel Offshore and Marine (Keppel O&amp;M)</th>
<th>Keppel O&amp;M is a private company that has a strong affiliation with the state.(^{322}) It is an engineering company specialized in designing offshore and marine equipment.(^{323}) Keppel Singmarine, which was integrated as a part of Keppel O&amp;M, has previously constructed seven ice-class vessels, including two icebreakers for Lukoil, a Russian energy company in the mid-2000s.(^{324}) Keppel Singmarine also had previous commercial deals with major Arctic oil projects for its ice-capable jack-up rigs.(^{325}) The company is currently collaborating with NUS to enhance Singapore’s Arctic drilling capacity.(^{326})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sembcorp Marine</td>
<td>Sembcorp Marine is a private engineering company that has close ties to state institutions. The company specializes in the construction of rigs, floaters, offshore platforms, and specialized vessels.(^{327}) In 2018, the company’s subsidiary LMG Marine secured its first polar expedition cruise ship design contract with Brodosplit Shipyard of Croatia.(^{328})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIC Private Limited (GIC)</td>
<td>GIC is a state-owned investment firm.(^{329}) GIC recently invested $240M into the Arctic Green Energy Corporation’s expansion plans, to ramp up its capability in geothermal energy.(^{330})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Developing an Arctic Approach to Strengthen Canada’s Indo-Pacific Relations
There are multiple areas where Canada can deepen its engagement with China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore to advance its foreign policy priorities in the Arctic and to integrate itself more fully into Asia's regional multilateral architecture. The tables beginning on page 71 of the Conclusion and Policy Recommendations section of this report provide a blueprint for Canadian engagement with China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore across different issue areas and between different state, state-affiliated, and non-state actors. Concurrently, the supplementary tables identify which Canadian actors are best situated to represent Canadian interests across the matrix of Asian activities and actors.

**Realizing Arctic Partnerships**

While Canada would necessarily have to increase the resources it allocates to its Arctic foreign policy to realize the full potential of the bilateral and multilateral engagement opportunities outlined above, there is little question that the country’s regional strategic posture would benefit as a result. Indeed, as Canada’s policy priorities expand in the Arctic, Ottawa will likely find that partnership with the Asian Arctic states is critical to achieving its objectives, whether defined in socio-economic development or security terms. Further, as the region’s geopolitics become more fraught with great power competition between China and the United States, or Russia and the European Arctic states (particularly in a post-Ukraine strategic environment), Canada will also find it beneficial to increase its presence in Asian strategic dialogues and working groups on the Arctic, if only to ensure its foreign policy efforts include both Trans-Atlantic and Trans-Pacific components. Indeed, the need for greater Canadian engagement with the Asian states in the Arctic will necessarily grow in tandem with those same states’ growing regional influence, which is outpacing their European and North American counterparts.

In addition, closer co-ordination with China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore on Arctic issues carries with it the added strategic value of deepening Canadian involvement in Indo-Pacific affairs. Indeed, as outlined above, a necessary corollary to co-operation with the Asian Arctic states is greater Canadian enmeshment in Indo-Pacific-based dialogue mechanisms and working groups, both at the bilateral and multilateral levels. Canadian co-operation with Asian states on Arctic affairs would, therefore, give it far more direct access to the region’s predominant economic and security actors than it could otherwise achieve through a standalone Indo-Pacific strategy, particularly one that treats Canada’s Arctic affairs in isolation from its Indo-Pacific relations.

From this perspective, Canadian policy-makers and strategic planners would benefit from the development of a “two oceans” strategy integrating Canada’s Arctic relations with its approach to the Asia Pacific, or Indo-Pacific. Canada’s integration of the Arctic region into its Indo-Pacific
policy, in particular, would result in the following strategic advancements and/or advantages in the Arctic.

First, Canada could strengthen global Arctic governance by supporting the Asian states’ activities and interests in the region and co-operating with them on issues of strategic importance for Canada. At the multilateral level, Canada could achieve this by supporting greater Asian state involvement with the Arctic Council and by ensuring greater representation of Asian viewpoints on matters touching Arctic governance. At the bilateral level, Canada could expand its direct ties with China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore on matters of shared strategic interest, such as environmental protection and resource development, and work with each country to ensure their activities align with regional norms around transparency, inclusivity, and sustainability. In each instance, Canada could work with the Asian states to ensure their activities are in line with the region’s existing normative and institutional governance frameworks.

Second, Canada could work with the Asian states to strengthen regional stability, particularly in light of developments around the Russian invasion of Ukraine. At present, Arctic security is disproportionately focused on Trans-Atlantic institutions like NORAD and NATO, meaning the Arctic is poised for greater instability as Western allies and partners co-operate to isolate and pressure Moscow over Russian aggression in Europe. Closer co-ordination with China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore on Arctic defence dialogue, particularly on dialogue around crisis and conflict prevention, would contribute to a more inclusive security architecture in the region – one made all the more effective as all the Asian states share the strategic aim of regional stability. Security dialogue with China, in particular, could contribute to regional stability as Beijing arguably has the greatest ability to influence Russia’s foreign and security policy and could help lead efforts toward Arctic stability.

Third, Canada could co-operate with the Arctic states to realize more fully the Arctic region’s economic potential around shipping and trade, in particular. As much of the Arctic’s economic potential lies in the trade routes around Russia’s northern territorial waters and exclusive economic zones, Canada, as well as the United States and European Arctic states, will need the support of China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore to ensure the region remains open to trade. As with matters of defence, these Asian actors are arguably better positioned to ensure Russia remains open to Arctic access and engagement and that it remains in Moscow’s economic interests that the region remain stable.

**Strengthening Asian Ties**

As Canada deepens its co-operation with China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore in the Arctic, it should leverage its ties to advance its own strategic agenda in the Indo-Pacific.
Indeed, where Canada can provide these Asian states a degree of legitimacy in the Arctic, it should insist on reciprocity of access and influence in the Indo-Pacific. More specifically, Canada should employ this reciprocal engagement strategy to decrease its strategic vulnerability with China – linking its support for Chinese activity in the Arctic to Beijing’s foreign policy behaviour toward Canada – and to increase its strategic value within Northeast and Southeast Asia. While such an increase in influence will naturally flow from Canada’s involvement in dialogue around Arctic standards and regulations – many of which have implications for Asia’s regional order – Ottawa should not shy away from making direct linkages between the Asian states’ Arctic priorities and its Indo-Pacific goals. In so doing, Canadian policy-makers better position Canada in Asia to be an active, influential actor – one capable of managing interregional issues to advance its region-specific aims.

First, Canada should seek to integrate itself into Northeast Asian trilateral dialogue mechanisms, building on its multilateral engagement with China, Japan, and South Korea in the Arctic to work with all three states on matters related to economic integration and crisis management. While Northeast Asian trilateralism remains underdeveloped and subject to regional and global geopolitical developments, Canada should seek out specific issue areas where Beijing, Seoul, and Tokyo do engage regularly, such as environmental protection and sustainable development, and regional dialogue mechanisms, such as the Greater Tumen Initiative, to project its regional influence. Just as China, Japan, and South Korea see the Arctic as a global region in which they have interests, so, too, should Canada insist its participation in Northeast Asia is an expression of its global foreign and economic policy.

Second, Canada should make its support for Singapore’s Arctic activities and involvement conditional on its support for Canadian involvement in Southeast Asian institutions, particularly the ASEAN Defence Ministers’ Meeting Plus and the East Asia Summit, that Ottawa has expressed interest in joining. While Singapore, alone, cannot guarantee Canadian membership, it can positively influence other ASEAN member states to support Canadian involvement. Further, Canada should leverage its support for Singapore in the Arctic to raise awareness within the country of Canadian foreign and security priorities in the region. Canada could accomplish this through Track 1.5 and Track 2 dialogues such as the Council for Security Cooperation in the Indo-Pacific, where it specifically ties its engagement with Asian states in the Arctic to its defence priorities in Asia.

Third, Canada should directly link discussion of Indo-Pacific governance, economic development, strategic co-operation, and competition to its relations with and support for China, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore in the Arctic. In forums such as the ASEAN Regional Forum, for example, Canada should consistently and clearly reference issues such as maritime security; cybersecurity; data security; global commons management; and illegal, unregulated,
and unreported fishing as both Asian and Arctic issues in need of regional and trans-regional standards and regulations, consistent with the international rule of law. In linking Asian and Arctic affairs, Canada can better demonstrate its value as a global strategic actor to a set of regional states naturally cynical of the country’s strategic resolve.

Fourth, and lastly, Canada should leverage its support for and co-operation with China in the Arctic to insulate itself from Chinese coercion and to demonstrate its value as a strategic partner for Beijing. Ottawa should further make its ongoing support conditional on other aspects of its bilateral relations, such as trade, science, and technology and people-to-people ties, and it should communicate such conditionality clearly to Beijing from the outset. An approach of this type is likely to succeed as China’s interests in the Arctic are growing exponentially and Canada’s geographic proximity provides it with the potential to spoil Chinese regional aims. Indeed, Canada’s Arctic status gives it a particularly effective negotiating tool in Canada-China relations – one that gains in strategic value the more Ottawa demonstrates to Beijing its willingness to engage on its own national security terms, regardless of the current state of US-China relations.

While certainly a good place to start, it would be foolhardy of Canadian policy-makers to see the above opportunities for engagement and strategic outcomes of such engagement as an exhaustive list. If policy-makers should draw one lesson from this brief, it is the fact that Canadian interests in the Arctic have changed, and will continue to change over time, often in response to new national priorities but just as often in response to the region’s changing geopolitical environment.

To this end, the best Canadian policy-makers can do to ensure Canada’s long-term engagement in the Arctic is to pursue a diplomatic and commercial track predicated on bilateral, multilateral, and multi-regional engagement. Whereas Canadian policy-makers have correctly relied on this approach in the past, they have done so with a singular focus on North America and Europe. While this geographic and geostrategic direction made sense for much of the 20th century, it is no longer sufficient to secure Canadian national interests. While it is premature to suggest Asian states will dominate the next century of Arctic affairs, their growing influence over the region’s institutions, resources, and governance structures in proportion to their overall growth in global status is all but certain.
Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

Arctic affairs, being closely tied to Canadian identity and sovereignty, have remained a top national priority for Canada under the transition of different governmental administrations. Yet the nation’s emphasis on security, territory, and population-oriented Arctic strategy policies continues to reflect an exclusionary foreign policy approach. In particular, Canada’s existing Arctic and Northern Policy Framework and defence policy only cover the nation’s Arctic engagement with its traditional Arctic state allies and intergovernmental organizations. The benefits, opportunities, and threats brought on by Asian non-Arctic newcomers have been reduced to security and geopolitical risks posed by China, through a narrow Arctic sovereignty lens.

In an era of increasing competition between great powers and global political instability, Canada’s Arctic approach of enhancing collaboration with its traditional Arctic allies is not enough. Instead, Canada must develop foresight-based strategies that can create new, constructive international engagement, project national interests, and leverage Canada’s global leadership role in the High North. To do so, Canada must deviate from a “conflict or co-operation” binary toward a focus on how the nation can best work with all actors to strengthen its capacity to ensure peace, stability, and development in the High North.

As evidenced in Part II of this report, Asian non-Arctic states, including Japan, China, Singapore, and South Korea, have long established a complex web of networks, infrastructure, and human capital in the Arctic. The following recommendations pinpoint how Canada can best re-insert itself in this network of Arctic “newcomers,” while upholding its national interests.
Ongoing & Upcoming Japanese Arctic Engagement | Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement | Recommendations

**INTER-STATE AND NATIONAL LEVEL ARCTIC ENGAGEMENT**

**Arctic Challenge for Sustainability II Project (ArCS II): 2021-2025**

The ArCS II is a national Arctic flagship project monitored by three institutions: the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC), the Hokkaidō University, and the National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR). ArCS II promotes advanced and interdisciplinary research in the circumpolar regions, specifically related to environmental change, climate prediction, social changes, and Arctic governance.

ArCS II focuses on strengthening Japan’s Arctic research capacity through building an international human network. International research exchanges, overseas fellowship programs, and calls for complementary research projects are facilitated by the ArCS II project. Some of ArCS II’s notable research accomplishments include:

- NIPR and JAMSTEC have fostered close Arctic collaboration with research centres in different Arctic states:331
  - **Norway:** Ny-Ålesund NIPR Observatory, UNIS University Centre in Svalbard;
  - **Finland:** Pallas-Sodankylä Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) Station;
  - **Russia:** Ice Base Cape Baranova, Spasskaya Pad Scientific Forest Station;

**Polar Knowledge Canada (POLAR)**

POLAR is Canada’s leading federal organization responsible for advancing Canada’s research capacity, presence, and international engagement in the circumpolar regions.

POLAR manages the Canadian High Arctic Research Station (CHARS) in Cambridge Bay, Nunavut, and organized the pan-northern science and technology program. In addition, POLAR also funds projects, awards, grants, and scholarships to support Canadian scholars, universities, and private institutions to engage in Arctic dialogues and research.

Independent researchers, academic institutions, and private institutions receive annual funding through POLAR, usually through its Northern Science Technology and Polar Knowledge Application programs. Between 2017-2019, POLAR funded the Arctic project a total of $8,680,188. [1] Thus, in comparison to Japan’s industry-academic-government lead ArCS II project – which provides five-year-long Arctic research support in interdisciplinary fields – Canadian-based industries and academic institutions lack the same degree of support, flexibility, and funding to conduct relevant Arctic research.

Link: [https://www.canada.ca/en/polar-knowledge.html](https://www.canada.ca/en/polar-knowledge.html)

- Polar Knowledge Canada should enhance industry-academic-government collaboration on Arctic affairs. This includes facilitating platforms and meeting opportunities for all three parties to partake in Arctic dialogues.
- Canadian think tanks and academic institutions should partake in ArCS II’s research programs to leverage Canada’s research capacity in the Arctic.
- POLAR should offer funding to support national programs that are working to strengthen capacity and to facilitate international exchange, co-funding, and collaboration in the High North.

---

## Ongoing & Upcoming Japanese Arctic Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **United States**: University of Alaska Fairbanks, Poker Flat Research Range (PFRR) super site;  
- **Canada**: Canadian High Arctic Research Station (CHARS), Centre d’études Nordiques; and  
- **Denmark/Greenland**: Greenland Institute of Natural Resources (GINR), Qaanaaq-Siorapaluk Research Base.

Hokkaidō University organized a series of Arctic workshops (e.g., UArctic’s Multilevel Governance and Interregional Cooperation Online Workshop) that promote dialogue between international Arctic experts and academics.

In 2018, Hokkaidō University signed an MoU on Academic Exchange with AAU Arctic and the Aalborg University Denmark to enhance Arctic research exchange between the two states.  

[332](https://www.nipr.ac.jp/arcs2/e/)

## ARCTIC ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH ENGAGEMENT

### Arctic Data Archive System (ADS)

The ADS is administered by the NIPR and the Polar Environment Data Science Center. This open source offers observational and model simulation datasets for Arctic and Antarctica research. The archive collects and offers meteorological, snow, permafrost, hydrological, glacier, vegetation, sea ice, paleoclimate, text, and marine observation data on the Arctic.

Link: [https://ads.nipr.ac.jp/](https://ads.nipr.ac.jp/)

### Polar Data Catalogue (PDC)

The PDC is a Canadian open-access archive that offers polar data and metadata. Similar to Japan’s ADS, the archive offers data related to climate, sea ice and permafrost, wildlife and vegetation, and social and health indicators for Inuit peoples in the High North. The site is managed mainly by the University of Waterloo.

### Recommendations

- PDC should enhance existing metadata interoperability and sharing protocols with Japanese data centres.  
- Possible expansion of metadata sharing should strengthen tracking of projects and research licensing in northern communities.  
- Canadian scientists should contact NIPR ([ads-info@nipr.ac.jp](mailto:ads-info@nipr.ac.jp)) and register their Arctic data to enhance the existing Arctic monitoring data network.

---

Ongoing & Upcoming Japanese Arctic Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PDC shares Arctic data with the NIPR, the US’s National Snow and Ice Data Center, and other foreign governmental research centres to facilitate public access to more comprehensive Arctic metadata records.333 Link: [https://www.polardata.ca/](https://www.polardata.ca/) | • Akin to Japan, the Government of Canada should fund more Arctic research exchange programs, to establish links between Canada, the Arctic states, and the Asian non-Arctic states.  
• As evidenced by the Kakehashi Project, Canada and Japan already have a history of robust academic and cultural exchange. The Government of Canada should enhance the existing academic ties and implement more Arctic-specific exchange opportunities for students in Canada’s northern communities and Japan’s Hokkaidō Prefecture.  
• Canadian research and academic institutions should implement more annual Arctic science and governance forums and symposiums to enhance Canada’s Arctic influence, research output, and public outreach.  
• Both event organizers should make recordings of the events accessible on digital platforms, in consideration of the travel restrictions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
• The Government of Canada should offer funds to cover the travel costs for Canadian academics, research institutions, and Arctic scientists to attend the forum in Tokyo. |

### Ongoing & Upcoming Japanese Arctic Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Conference on Arctic Engineering and Science</th>
<th>Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The conference will take place in Tokyo, Japan from February 25 to 26, 2023. Most recent innovations, trends, challenges, and solutions identified in the fields of Arctic engineering and science will be covered in this meeting. | 21st Annual Arctic Energy and Resource Symposium  
The annual symposium explores issues of sustainable resources and infrastructure development in the High North. The Symposium will take place in Calgary, Alberta from March 30 to 31, 2022. | The governments of Canada, Denmark, the United States, and Japan should initiate ongoing meetings with Indigenous and territorial partners. These project-specific dialogues should facilitate standardized protocols being made to manage the construction of the fibre cable, in consideration of the project’s potential commercial, environmental, and social impacts. |

### Arctic Circle Japan Forum

The Sasakawa Peace Foundation is helping the Arctic Council to organize the upcoming Tokyo Forum in 2023. A wide range of Arctic issues in fields including geopolitics, economics, oceans, climate, and technology will be covered in this forum.

### Arctic Subsea Fibre Cable

Japan’s ARTERIA Networks Corporation signed an MoU to co-develop a submarine fibre-optic cable with Finland’s Cinia Ltd. The 14,000-kilometre subsea cable aims to connect Europe with East Asia via the Northwest Passage.

A landing in the Canadian Arctic is expected to be developed for the same Arctic fibre-optic cable project. True North Global Networks – a North American company – is currently under negotiation with the Government of Canada, local governments, and Indigenous organizations to develop the landing. The project is expected to strengthen Nunavut’s connectivity to the south and eliminate local residents’ dependence on unreliable satellite.


**Ongoing & Upcoming Japanese Arctic Engagement**

**Arctic LNG 2 Project**
Although this is a Russian-led LNG project, the Japan Bank for International Cooperation, and the Japan Oil, Gas, and Metals National Corporation are involved in funding the project.

**Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement**
On December 20, 2016, the Government of Canada has imposed a five-year moratorium on offshore drilling in Arctic waters.

**Recommendations**
- The Government of Japan recognizes securing a stable supply of natural gas to Japan as one of its most crucial policy priorities. As Canada’s High North has the capacity to operate LNG projects, both the Government of Canada and the territorial government should consider Japanese companies as a potential source of funding.

---

**GENERAL RECOMMENDATION**

Canada should enhance more research and scientific ties with Japan in the fields of sustainable resource exploration and utilization of marine resources in the Arctic. In comparison to the other Asian non-Arctic states, Japan already has a well-developed network of academic and research institutions focusing on Arctic affairs. While Canada aims to create a conservation economy in the Arctic, it is also the Japanese government’s goal to ensure environmental security in the region. Thus, Canada should promote more research roundtables, Arctic fellowships, academic conferences, and inter-university exchange projects with Japanese academic and research institutions to enhance the Arctic research capacities of both states.

In addition, Canada should strengthen its existing Arctic security collaboration efforts with Japan. Evident in Canada and Japan’s recently expanded security co-operation in the Indo-Pacific region, a like-minded military collaboration between the two NATO allies can be further extended to the circumpolar regions. Canada and Japan are both keen on strengthening the process of international rule-making in the Arctic. The two states should ensure greater military interoperability and data sharing to combat issues including illegal, unregulated, and unreported fishing, Russian remilitarization, and increased Chinese maritime presence in the High North.
### China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ongoing &amp; Upcoming Chinese Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Biodiversity Conference (COP-15)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The Government of Canada should use this conference as a platform to co-operate with China on climate issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Phase two of COP-15 is scheduled to take place from April 25 to May 8, 2022, in Kunming, China. This conference will be China’s first major UN meeting since the nation last hosted the World Conferences on Women, in 1995. 336  
Although the conference does not cover any Arctic-specific topics, interrelated climate issues including ecological destruction, habitat protection, and land conservation will be covered.  
It is also important to note that, in comparison to other non-Arctic states, China commonly establishes its Arctic collaboration efforts and dialogue through high-level talks. In particular, Chinese top-level bureaucrats (e.g., the vice-president, premier, foreign minister, etc.) have visited Arctic states other than the United States and Russia 33 times over the past two decades. Thus, the UN Biodiversity Conference will be a critical meeting for Canada to re-establish Arctic engagement with China. | • As both countries recognize the need to transition to a clean-growth economy, the two states should engage in high-level talks to pinpoint tangible steps to combat climate change. |
| **Migratory Birds Sanctuaries along the Coast of the Yellow Sea** | **Qaqsauqtuuq Migratory Bird Sanctuary (MBS)**  
Established by the Environment and Climate Change Canada’s Wildlife Service in 1957, MBS is a critical stopover for Arctic nesting shorebirds, during their southbound migration.337  
The sanctuary protects and manages Arctic birds migrating along the East Asian-Australasian Flyway. The sanctuary is also a part of UNESCO’s World Heritage List. | • As both the Canadian and Chinese governments have attached great importance to the conservation of migratory birds and their habitat, the two states should enhance relevant dialogue and research sharing through the Arctic Council’s Arctic Migratory Birds Initiative. |

---

337 Environment and Climate Change Canada, 2020 Qaqsauqtuuq Migratory Bird Sanctuary Management Plan, 43.
## Ongoing & Upcoming Chinese Arctic Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction of a Nuclear-Powered Icebreaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China’s Ministry of Transport has announced its plans to build the country’s first nuclear-powered icebreaker, as a part of the nation’s Polar Silk Road project. The icebreaker is estimated to be completed in 2025.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liberal Government’s Heavy Icebreaker Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Liberal government is projecting to spend $7.25B to build two icebreakers to strengthen the Canadian Coast Guard’s Arctic operations capacity. The two icebreakers are estimated to be completed by 2031. The vessels are expected to be constructed by domestic shipyards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Recommendations

| • Arctic affairs should be an area of co-operation for both China and Canada. While Canada can strengthen solidarity with traditional allies (e.g., the United States) on geo-security matters, it should still retain a degree of autonomy to cement diplomatic ties with China in the fields of Arctic environment and research collaboration. |

## ARCTIC ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH ENGAGEMENT

### China-Nordic Arctic Cooperation Symposium

This annual Symposium is organized by the China and Nordic Arctic Research Center to facilitate Arctic social science research exchange between Chinese and Nordic universities, research institutes, think tanks, and organizations.

### China-Russia Arctic Forum

The inter-state Arctic forum is co-hosted by the Ocean University of China and St. Petersburg State University. Founded in 2012, the forum offers a platform to enhance academic dialogue, research co-operation, commercial investment, and policy discussions between China and Russia.

---

### ARCTIC RESOURCES, COMMERCIAL, AND INFRASTRUCTURE ENGAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ongoing &amp; Upcoming Chinese Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polar Silk Road</strong></td>
<td><strong>Northwest Passage</strong></td>
<td>• As shown in Part II, both China and Canada have a legally strategic interest in respecting international law, such as UNCLOS. The two states should continue to engage via intergovernmental organizations such as the Arctic Council and multilateral Arctic forums to enhance rules-based international order in Arctic waters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a part of the country’s Belt and Road Initiative, China projects to develop a maritime trade route that can interconnect the Arctic, Pacific, and Atlantic oceans. The Polar Silk Road is expected to start from Dalian, China, and end in Rotterdam, Netherlands, while linking various other countries in Asia and Europe.</td>
<td>Canada’s Northwest Passage possesses the potential of becoming an Arctic shipping route in the near future. Yet there remains scrutiny on different countries’ attitudes toward Canada’s claim to sovereignty over the Northwest Passage.</td>
<td>• At the national level, the Government of Canada should improve its maritime monitoring and navigating capacity to encourage compliance. This includes investing more in enhancing the nation’s existing hydrographic surveying software, icebreaking services, ice-reporting co-ordination, and other infrastructure support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Chinese Resource and Infrastructure Investment in the Arctic</strong></td>
<td><strong>Deepwater Port in Qikiqtarjuaq, Nunavut</strong></td>
<td>• The Government of Canada should continue to promote more federally funded infrastructure projects in the High North. One of the primary goals for these Canadian-funded projects should be to improve the co-ordination and co-development capacity with Northern governments and Indigenous land-claim organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese state-owned companies have invested heavily in energy, infrastructure, and trans-oceanic trade routes development projects. The following consist of some of China’s ongoing and past investment attempts in the Arctic Circle.</td>
<td>Transport Canada funded $40M to develop a port in Qikiqtarjuaq, which will prompt the development of Nunavut’s offshore fishing industry. The port is located along the main route of the Northwest Passage, which also strengthens the nation’s maritime trade network. The port is expected to be complete around September 2022.</td>
<td>• As for Canada’s long-term strategic plan to close the northern infrastructure gaps, the Government of Canada should establish comprehensive regulations with residents of the circumpolar regions to ensure a more secure and sustainable North. Once robust Arctic-specific investment protocol guidelines are established, Canada should open the door to more foreign investments to ensure the development of transportation, energy, infrastructure, and telecommunications in the High North.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Russia</strong>: Chinese Zhejiang Energy acquired a 10% stake in Russian Novatek’s Arctic LNG 2 project (ongoing);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>United States</strong>: In 2017, Alaska’s governor Bill Walker attempted to cement a $43B LNG pipeline development deal with Sinopec (scrapped);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Finland</strong>: The Kouvola-Xi’an freight train railroad was established in 2017, facilitating trade between China and other Nordic countries (completed);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Iceland</strong>: In 2013, China National Offshore Oil Cooperation and Eykon, an Iceland-based energy company, signed an agreement on joint-oil exploration project in the Arctic (scrapped in 2018); and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Greenland</strong>: CCP actors attempted to develop numerous airports and a former US military base (scrapped).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GENERAL RECOMMENDATION

Canada should re-establish Arctic dialogue with China by developing northern infrastructure, shipping, mining, and fisheries. Although Canada should remain vigilant of the security and safety threats carried by Chinese investments, Chinese capital has been a critical source of funding that has prompted the key LNG projects in Nordic states and Russia to flourish. Rather than projecting the ongoing Sino-Canadian tension to the circumpolar regions, Canada should instead establish robust regional and federal regulatory bodies and laws to protect the nation’s interests. Especially as the High North was framed as a “low-tension” region in both states’ Arctic policies, re-establishing Arctic dialogue between the two countries could potentially minimize current diplomatic tensions.

Singapore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ongoing &amp; Upcoming Singaporean Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTER-STATE AND NATIONAL LEVEL ARCTIC ENGAGEMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-Level Dialogue Between Singapore and Arctic States</strong></td>
<td><strong>US-Canada Arctic Dialogue</strong></td>
<td><strong>Canada and Singapore’s bilateral Arctic dialogues mainly occurred in 2013, when Singapore first obtained its observer status in the Arctic Council. The Government of Canada should promote and resume bilateral exchanges on Arctic affairs with Singapore’s senior bureaucrats through hosting Canada-led Arctic conferences, symposiums, and meetings.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore has shown a strong preference to engage directly with Arctic states via both bilateral and multilateral engagements. In particular, Singapore’s Special Envoy for Arctic affairs, Sam Tan, has actively participated in high-level bilateral talks with bureaucrats from Arctic nations. Bilaterally, Mr. Tan engaged with Russia via the Russia-Singapore Dialogue in 2021. In the same year, Mr. Tan also delivered a keynote speech at the Norway-Singapore Arctic Hybrid Conference in Singapore.</td>
<td>Canada held several high-level Arctic dialogues with the United States in the past. The most recent one was a half-day dialogue on December 16, 2021. In particular, the US’s Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs and Canada’s Assistant Deputy Minister for Europe, Arctic, Middle East, and Maghreb at Global Affairs Canada jointly covered the two states’ Arctic agendas concerning geo-security, climate change, international co-operation, and sustainable economic development issues in the High North.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing &amp; Upcoming Singaporean Arctic Engagement</td>
<td>Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement</td>
<td>Recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARCTIC ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH ENGAGEMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arctic Research</strong></td>
<td>Canada currently lacks Arctic-specific education programs that mobilize and educate Canadian youth on energy security and sustainable development in the High North.</td>
<td>• The Government of Canada should consider establishing a joint Arctic research centre with Singapore to further enhance the two states’ scientific and academic co-operation in Arctic energy, shipping, and sustainable resource development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researchers at the Energy Studies Institute, National University of Singapore, have organized innovative educational programs, seminars, and workshops to educate Singaporean youth on energy security in the Arctic. These grassroots mobilization events aim to bridge sustainable energy solutions between the circumpolar regions and Asian coastal states. In sum, Singaporean academic and research institutions are particularly interested in Arctic research related to maritime affairs and sustainable resource development.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ARCTIC RESOURCES, COMMERCIAL, AND INFRASTRUCTURE ENGAGEMENT</strong></th>
<th><strong>Deepwater Port in Qikiqtarjuaq, Nunavut</strong></th>
<th>• The Government of Canada should enhance scientific and economic co-operation with Singapore on Arctic affairs, specifically in fields such as port development and vessel construction.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arctic Maritime Affairs</strong></td>
<td>Transport Canada funded $40M to develop a port in Qikiqtarjuaq, which will prompt the development of Nunavut’s offshore fishing industry. The port is located along the main route of the Northwest Passage, which also strengthens the nation’s maritime trade network. The port is expected to be complete around September 2022.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore is keen to secure its prime position in the current global shipping network and is closely monitoring the development of the Arctic shipping routes. The country also possesses considerable expertise in shipbuilding and offshore rig construction.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GENERAL RECOMMENDATION**

Canada should explore ways to build on the Canada-Singapore Infrastructure MoU to enhance the development of cutting-edge maritime and low-carbon energy technologies for the Arctic regions. Akin to Canada’s Arctic priorities, the Singapore Green Plan 2030 demonstrates the nation’s support for the sustainable development of the Arctic. In addition, Singapore has also built strong credentials in constructing sustainable energy storage, carbon capture, and abatement technologies. Canada should collaborate with Singapore on relevant sustainable infrastructure initiatives to enhance resource productivity in the High North and the circumpolar communities’ resilience to climate change.
### Ongoing & Upcoming Korean Arctic Engagement

#### INTER-STATE AND NATIONAL LEVEL ARCTIC ENGAGEMENT

**Polar Activities Promotion Act**
South Korea enacted the Polar Activities Promotion Act in 2021. The Act facilitates South Korea’s engagement with international Arctic actors to promote activities that enhance sustainability in the Arctic.

#### ARCTIC ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH ENGAGEMENT

**International Symposium on Polar Science**
Since 1988, the Korea Polar Research Institute (KOPRI) has been organizing an annual symposium to encourage scientists around the globe to share their research relevant to the Arctic.

**Polar Continental Shelf Program (PCSP)**
PCSP is a federally funded program that provides Arctic research logistic and planning support. The program is mainly accessible to Canadian academic, research, and federal institutions conducting scientific research in Canada’s North.


- The Government of Canada should offer travel funds and research grants to support Canadian Arctic researchers and scientists’ presence in international Arctic events. South Korea’s International Symposium on Polar Science and its annual Arctic Partnership Week are two great platforms to disseminate Canadian Arctic experts’ research results.

- Canadian think tanks should implement Arctic-specific funds, fellowship, and research programs that are accessible to early-career international researchers, to facilitate Arctic research dialogue between Canadian and foreign researchers.

- The Government of Canada should fund nationwide Arctic-specific workshops, research projects, and exchange programs dedicated to educating the young generation, to ensure greater youth mobilization on Arctic affairs.

**Asian Polar Science Fellowship Program**
Organized by KOPRI, the fellowship program invites early-career researchers from Arctic states to partake in the Field Research Program or the Institute Visiting Program in South Korea. Selected candidates are funded to conduct Arctic-relevant research in cooperation with KOPRI scientists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ongoing &amp; Upcoming Korean Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asian Polar Science Fellowship Program</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>• To cultivate more public awareness and human capacity related to Arctic affairs, Canadian educational institutions should offer Arctic-relevant online courses that are either free of charge or transferrable as high school or university credits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized by KOPRI, the fellowship program invites early-career researchers from Arctic states to partake in the Field Research Program or the Institute Visiting Program in South Korea. Selected candidates are funded to conduct Arctic-relevant research in co-operation with KOPRI scientists.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arctic Youth Research Group (21C Dasan Junior)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>• A made-in-Canada Arctic fleet is more prone to delays and higher costs. Especially as Arctic states such as Russia already own heavy icebreakers, Canada should consider South Korea as an alternative offshore channel to procure its icebreaker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This research program provides opportunities for Korean elementary and high school students to gain lab and field work experience in Arctic stations in foreign countries.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Pacific Arctic Conference</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized by the East-West Center and the Korea Maritime Institute (KMI), the conference invites early-career researchers, policy-makers, and practitioners to discuss contemporary issues affecting the Arctic.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing &amp; Upcoming Korean Arctic Engagement</td>
<td>Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement</td>
<td>Recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Korea Arctic Academy Online Course</strong></td>
<td><strong>ArcticNet</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The online program is organized by UArctic and the KMI. A wide selection of months-long courses is offered to international audiences to spread awareness and enhance knowledge related to Arctic policy, science, society, and industry. Link: <a href="https://koreapolarportal.or.kr/kaa/kaaIntroduce.do">https://koreapolarportal.or.kr/kaa/kaaIntroduce.do</a></td>
<td>Established by the Centres of Excellence of Canada, ArcticNet funds, supports, and brings together both Canadian and international Arctic experts and research teams to conduct climate, environmental, and social-economic research in the High North. ArcticNet further organizes the Annual Scientific Meeting to foster a strong Arctic research network. It’s North by North program further facilitates northern research led by communities in the circumpolar regions. In addition, the website also contains a free webinar training series to spread awareness and knowledge on Arctic affairs. Link: <a href="https://arcticnet.ulaval.ca/about-us/">https://arcticnet.ulaval.ca/about-us/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Korean Resource Exploration Vessel</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liberal Government’s Heavy Icebreaker Plan</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korean shipbuilder Hanjin Heavy Industries and Construction Co. will build a new seismic research vessel (Tamhae III) for the Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources. The new research vessel will be equipped with advanced gas and oil exploration equipment using 3-D and 4-D technology. The vessel is expected to be completed by 2024.</td>
<td>The Liberal government is projecting to spend $7.25B to build two icebreakers, to strengthen the Canadian Coast Guard’s Arctic operations capacity. The two icebreakers are estimated to be completed by 2031. The two vessels are expected to be constructed by domestic shipyards.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Ongoing & Upcoming Korean Arctic Engagement

Relevant Canadian Arctic Engagement

Recommendations

Arctic Resources, Commercial, and Infrastructure Engagement

**Arctic LNG 2 Project**
South Korean shipbuilder Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering is constructing six LNG carriers for the Russian LNG project. The construction is estimated to be completed by the end of 2023.

A lack of capacity in Canadian shipyards has made it difficult for Canada to construct cost-efficient Arctic research and patrol vessels on time.

- Akin to how Norway maintains its position as a global shipping power while being a major importer of South Korea-made vessels, Canada should consider buying existing shipping designs and parts from pioneer ship building suppliers like South Korea’s "big three" shipbuilders (KSOE, Daewoo, and Samsung) to reduce costs and time.

---

**GENERAL RECOMMENDATION**

Canada should enhance its Arctic bilateral ties with South Korea in research, shipping, and maritime affairs. South Korean think tanks and academic institutions have developed well-organized exchange programs, online courses, fellowships, and research symposiums dedicated to enhancing Arctic awareness for people from diverse backgrounds. Canada should aim to increase the scope of its Arctic co-operation with South Korea on higher education, primarily by expanding the two states’ joint Arctic research projects and academic exchange programs. In addition, Canada should embrace South Korea’s expertise in shipbuilding by considering South Korea as a potential reliable and low-cost producer for its Arctic ship-related products. In particular, South Korea’s "big three" shipbuilding companies are undertaking joint research with Norway on autonomous navigation ships, the automation of oil prospecting ships, and the use of eco-friendly paint for ships. Building on the signed 2016 Agreement for Science, Technology, and Innovation Cooperation between Canada and South Korea, the Government of Canada should implement relevant joint research projects on shipping with South Korea to enhance Canada’s maritime navigation and research capacity in the High North.

---

# The Four Asian States’ Shared Arctic Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared Arctic Engagement Between Japan, China, Singapore, and South Korea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arctic Council</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Working groups, task forces, and expert groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arctic Frontiers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arctic Circle Assembly and Forum</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Arctic Science Committee</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Maritime Organization</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared Arctic Engagement Between Japan, China, and South Korea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>University of the Arctic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asian Forum for Polar Sciences</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northern Sustainable Development Forum</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trilateral High-Level Dialogue on the Arctic</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Canada should continue to engage with all four Asian non-Arctic states through these multilateral platforms to ensure co-operative and rules-based governance of the Arctic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>